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BAN ON COMMISSION MEN.
Chicago, 111., April 24. The first
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Senators Ransdell and Thornton of Louisiana Plead for Duty Upon Sugar
BE

ROLL

WHEAT CONDITION GOOD
Topeka, Kansas, April 24. "Statements of correspondents indicate that
not to exceed 5 per cent of the area
of winter wheat estimated as sown in
Kansas last fall will be a failure." So
says the first crop report of the year
issued today by the Kansas board of

MATED

PROPOSED TARIFF SCHEDULES

REFUSES TO

DEATH

agriculture.

state

DEFIANCE AT THE POWERS, WHO
,

is

stated to to 89 5 bushels.
"This is the highest condition at
about the same date in April since
1908," the report continues, "and is
8.38 points higher than a year ago,
while the area is more than 1,190
thousand acres greater. Should such
an acreage be harvested it would oe
the largest ever cut in the state."

DEMAND SURRENDER OF SCUTARI

He Declares Montenegro Took the Fortress
at Cost of Blood and Will Hold It
THREATENS

AUSTRIA

WILSON MAKES APPOINTMENTS
Washington, April 24 President
Wilson today nominated the following
WILLIAM TRELOAR COMING.
BRAVE MAN
IS KILLED to be postmasters: R. E. Williams,
London, Apiil 24. Sir William Tre-loa- A
The Dalles, Ore.; B. M, Burgher, Dalformer lord mayor of London,
las, Texas; Norman H. Martin, Weath-eriorsailed today for New York for the
MINER McCULLOUGH DIES TRYING
Tex.
purpose of inquiring into and observTO SAVE HIS COMRADES
nominations
the
today
Among
in
the
methods
America
employed
ing
were: Secretary of legation at CopenFROM DEATH
in caring for crippled children. This
Alexander R. Magruder of
hagen,
will be his second visit to the United

Declares He Will Fight Democratic Measure if Free Wool Is
Retained in the Bill Murdock Fights for a Tariff Commission, and Says Futile Efforts of the Minority to Frame
an Adequate Act Demonstrates Need of Such an
Hammond Urges a Middle
Organization
States undertaken for the same
Course in Legislation
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MONTENEGRIN

The general average
of wheat in the
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CITY EDtTION

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1913.

practical step to demonstrate the possibility of economy-- m distribution A.
tarm products is sheduled to be takAT
en tomorrow, when a large shipment
of fresh vegetables is to be started
from Texas to Chicago. The pian has
A I!
been worked out by an association of
Texas farmers. By eliminating the
commission men and selling direct
from the farmer to the consumer u is RESCUERS ARE STILL HARD AT
believed that a great reduction in ' "WORK IN WORKINGS CF PENN-- prices will be possible., Distributing
SYLVANIA MINE ;i
stations are to be esianiisned "in various localities of the city. Hampers
containing an assortment of fresh NONE
ALIVE
IS
vegetables enough to last a family of
five one week, will be sold for 1.20.
It is reckoned that a similar supply BODIES ARE BEING CARRIED OUT
AS RAPIDLY AS THEY ARE
would cost from $3.0U to ?4.5U under
sale.
LOCATED
ordinary

IF COMPELLED TO ABIDE BY ALL
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Daily Maxim
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The man who was bora
tired should avoid
, punctures.

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FRES

DEMOCRATS THREATEN TO FKillT

SENATOR

.

TO

DECLARE

WAR

Sends a Message to the European Powers, Saying They Must Make
Little Nation Give Up Recenty Taken Stronghold or She Will
Do So Herself Situation Is Regarded in Europe as
Being Extremely Critical Ambassadors of the Big
in Solving the
Nations Agree to
Vexing Problem

r,

te

assistant attorney general,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Ajril 24. With the Maryland;
of Pittsburgh, Pa.;
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J.
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coming of dawn fresh crews took the
of labor statistics,
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the
of
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places
Cettinje, April 24 'Scutari is see to it herself that the will of EuCharles P. Neill, Washington, D. C;
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course of a speech delivered from the indications here today that tie Gersetts, chairman of ways and means present democratic control
was the result of the failH'REiNOLDS OPPOSES the mine.
committee majority, which framed the government
balcony of the royal palace. Among man government and publlo rii,ard
Eighteen bodies had been brought BRYAN EXPLAINS HIS
democratic bill, was among the speak- ure of republicans to revise the tarhis audience were the ministers of the the European situation as critlcaL A
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before the proposed 25 per cent re- STATE'S EVIDENCE
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pose. Sir William is noted for his devotion to the suffering children of
London and especially the little cripples of the Ragged School union. For
many years he has been known and
spoken of as the "Children's Alder-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

T VY ij

was ahead of Colorado, Oregon, Arizo- na or other states, some of which have
rot gained an enviable place in their
efforts to appeal to the honor of the
unfortunate in their charge. The
A
proof of Mr. McManus' ideas and treat
ment of prisoners, is shown in the reeord of escapes for the preceding year
that he came into office, and the time
that he has been superintendent. In
1911 there were 42 escapes, and during
NEW MEXICO'S PENAL
INSTITUthe first year of the present superinTION FIRST TO ADOPT THE
tendent's management there were only
MERIT SYSTEM
17. For the first six months of the
fiscal penitentiary year there had been
To the uninitiated there is some- no escapes. The
proof of his managething strange and out of the ordinary ment and the answer that can be made
in a visit, to the state penitentiary. to any critics, is In cold figures. Mr.
The outside world knows little and! McManus is a reader of human char-som-e
of it cares less what .becomes ofacter and his treatment of convicts is
an unfortunate who finds himself in- - that accorded human beings. Corporal
carcerated behind the grim walls and punishment has been entirely abolish-destineunder the decree of the lawjed. Those prisoners who are inclin- to a long confinement and some to ed. largely, throueh
Inherent imnr.
death within its borders.
ance to break the rules and defy prisOne day this week a representative on discipline are talked to first, and
of the Santa Fe New Mexican accept- given a chance to understand what
ed an Invitation to visit the peniten- they can expect if they again repeat
tiary from Superintendent McManus, their actions. It is notable that in a
and was shown about that institution. majority of cases an appeal to men of
It is noticeable that Mr. McManus is this character results in their behav- not a man given to "blowing his own '"S-- When the standard of action of
horn" or seeking newspaper fame for convicts has been brought to a higher
what he is doing as superintendent. plane by an appeal to them in the right
He has merely shown the scribe about spirit, a disgrace in the way of having
the place, and let the latter judge for to wear stripes, which is sometimes
the case, is severe enough to prevent
himself.
Passing from an inspection of the them from repeating the offense.
stock and a look into the enclosure
The decrease in the number of eswhere the hops are being raised nndtr capes Mr. McMaius thinks is due to
the cleanest and most sanitary condi-tiof- the removal of the continual threat of
we entered the "pen." It was arms and the rewarding of the deSunday and the one day of rest and serving with a parole when their minenjoyment was being accepted with a imum sentence has expired. Such a
keenness that showed how much it is thing as "prison pallor" from close
appreciated. In the eight acre en- confinement is unknown. Men einploy-tclosure the prisoners were playing
inside are compelled to take exerbaseball seemingly with the same
cise in the open air every day that the
that is manifested by other weather permits.
lovers of the game. There are some
New Mexico was the first state to
good players among the convicts and successfully solve the
problems and
.iuBy uave in me past won victories the complications that arise from
over outside clubs who have been perworking convicts on the state highmitted to contest with them. What- ways. Armed
guards have been disever mistakes the inmates have comwith
in
the road camps, with
pensed
mitted against the law and society out- a noticeable increase in the efficiency
side, within the penitentiary those who of the road men as a consequence.
have merits are alowed the privilege
Competent overseers have been emof witnessing and participating in tie
ployed who have had better discipline
swine and the amount of physical and over the convicts than when
they were
moral good accruing from such a priv-i!f-- e
presided over by hired gun men, ready
is inestimable.
to shoot them down like wild game.
It Is worthy of note at this juncture The convicts have
responded to work
of the story to record that New Mex- with more
willingness to labor and
ico is the first state in the union to with a
decrease of utter abandon that
Hiiopt the merit system and to apply
possessed them under the old system.
progressive ideas to the study of
All this has been brought without
I
analogy.
T
any
advertising throughout the counMr. McManus does not take
the
severe criticism, without
without
try,
credit for having Inaugurated the sys
a
of trumpets or the mix-up- s
blowing
tem, but it is worthy of remark that
some
under his management the honor sys- and troubles that have pursued
in other states.
officials
state
other
tem and the more advanced Ideas of
human treatment of inmates has
Improvements About the Pen
A
more
new building, just back of the
a
reached
perfect and practical
stone structure is being erected for a
f""mplifleation.
The honor system was first tried in bakery, kitchen and dining room. The
New Mexico In 1903, and this state! bakery will be equipped with a modern
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d

de-lis-

range having a capacity of 400 loaves
at one baking,, and a baker, sifter and
mixer installed at a cost of $1,500. All
the operations of preparing the staff
of life" are thus done by machinery
The new building will be ready for oc.
cupancy about the first of July. The
kitchen will be surmlied with the
latest steam cookers and the ventilation will be of the best, something
that is much needed, as the present
kitchen arrangements are very poor.
The dining room will have a seating
capacity of 475. The present space oc
cupied for a dining room is in the cor
ridors of the cell roms, and a poor
arrangement.
One of the most important improvements being made is the addition that
is being built onto the hospital. This
addition is two stories high, and will
have shower baths on the first floor,
for 35 men. On the floor above there
will be a modern, well equipped oper
ating room. This room will be finished in enamel, have cement floors,
be dust proof, and made absolutely
sanitary. This is a step that is very
much needed for the treatment of sick
convicts, and will rank with the best
in the state. This operating room is
an important adjunct, as it will almost
remake some of the prisoners, in a
physical way, and restore them to the
useful list of those who are at work.
Here the defects of eyes and teeth will
be treated. On this floor some of tne
old part of the hospital will be remod-eeland divided into Individual rooms
for isolated cases. The old hospital
ward will be converted into a school
room and a library added, part of
which has already been donated by
d

philanthropic people.
An economical improvement has
been installed in the engine room. It
is a forced draft slack burner, guaranteed to save 15 per cent of fuel. This
apparatus does not have to be paid
for, in the regular way, the company
Installing it having agreed to accept
the monthly saving in fuel as payment
on the same. As the coal bill at the
penitentiary for 1912 was some $16,000
this means a saving of $2,400 per year.
The familiar and somewhat disreputable looking old wooden smoke stack
that used to greet the eye of the passerby, when looking towards the penitentiary, has disappeared and a brick
stack now takes its place and insures
against fire.
Stock and Garden
The stock, which is being raised adjacent to the penitentiary, Includes
several litters of pigs of blooded stock,
In enclosures which are kept scrupuMr. Mclously clean and sanitary.
Manus knows something about stock
raising and the pork that comes from
the state's raising will be of the finest
grade, over $840 worth of pork bein
sold last year. There is about 40
acres adjacent to the penitentiary for
agricultural use, part of which, however, cannot at present, be made to
yield what it should, owing to a lack
of sufficient irrigation. The garden
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consist of about 25 acTs, with 17
ares under cultivation. V is worth
noting in this connection that the
property recently acquired by the
state south of this city will be the
first trial of what can be done by convicts to make it a paying investment.
Space will not permit particularizing regarding the different branches of
the work or the penitentiary. In January, 1912, the prison stable was destroyed by fire, prison labor rebuilt
it, the cost being only $1,058.38. Improvements also include
rebuilding
the oil house, coal and wood house,
overhauling the brick plant, improvements on the administration building,
superintendent's living rooms, guard
towers, plumbing and steam fitting improvements, etc.
In a word the management of the
state penitentiary was never In better
hands than at present. No one can
realize, unless they have taken the
pains to visit such an institution and
to personally investigate it, what a
number of qualities are required to
successfully and satisfactorily manage
a state institution of the kind. Mr
McManus is to be congratulated that
he has combined not only the qualities
of a business man in his producing re
suits for the taxpayers, but that he is
pursuing a course of treatment and
care of the state's convicts, as will
keep them properly employed while
serving sentences, and at the same
time return them to society to become
better citizens than when they entered
the grey walls.
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NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. m April 24. Articles
of incorporation have been filed by
the Ready Bullion Mining company
with the corporation commission,
which has just been organized in this
state to do business in Alaska. The
company will carry on a mining and

smelting business in the territory far
north, and will have its principal offices in Albuquerque, A. B Stoup being named as agent, located at suite
4 in the
Whiting block in that city.
The capital stock is $2,000,000, at $1
per share. The following persoas are
the directors and hold the following
amounts of shares: Robert W. Martin, 1,997,000
shares; Edward C.
Kretlow, 1,000 shares, and A. B.
Stroup, 1,000 shares.
For Good Roads.
It is worthy of nieution that tne
Daughters of the American Revolution, who will hold exercises over the
marking of the Santa Fe trail at
Franklin, Mo., May 17, are forwarding the movement for good roads, and
belong to what is known as the D. A.
R. good roads commission. Franklin
has the proud distinction of being the
mother of the Santa Fe trail and the
people there are much interested in
getting better highways, and it is
probable, that with the help of the
women they will accomplish much
Game Warden's Authority.

24, 1913.
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How Does the World
Look to You?
Depends largely upon your mental and physical poise.

There's a drug, caffeine, in coffee that makes the user bilious and headachy irritates the
heart, disturbs digestion and wrecks the nerves.
Thousands of former coffee drinkers have found that the world looks bright when regular
heart action, stomach comfort and steady nerves follow the change from coffee to

Made of wheat and the juice of Southern
absolutely free from the coffee drug, caffeine.
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other purposes.
"Any person violating any of the
provisions of this act shall be pun-- r
ished by a fine of not less than fifty
dollars, nor more than one hundred
dollars or by imprisonment not less
than thirty days nor more than ninety
days, or both, at the discretion of the
court."
In addition to this section, the state
game warden calls attention to the
fact that he is required by la to care
for the state game by tne installment
of just such devices, section 3 of the
same laws containing the following:
"It Kbiill he the duty of the ydinn
and floh wurd'-- of the otalo of New
Mexico and of i:ich Hid t.vt'iy rii'i"ity
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SPRING STYLES
"

MORE

BEAUTIFUL

We are showing a beautiful
line of the new season's styles
in low shoes, including all the
popular lasts and leathers.

NEW ALTAR, ALTAR RAIL AND
STATIONS OF THE CROSS
ARE INSTALLED.

Santa Fe, X. M, April 24. For
years the Gothic chapel of the Sisters
of Loretto has attracted the attention
of passerbys, but it is not open to the
public, except on special occasions,
such as Hoiy Thursday.
Yet this chapel is perhaps the most
beautiful in the entire Catholic diocese of Santa Fe.
Its beauty has been enhanced recently by the erecton of a new altar,
an altar rail, stations of the cross,
and chandeliers which flood the edifice with light in the early morn
when nuns and pupils gather for services.
The Altar.
The altar was made In Chicago by
De Prato and is of Scagliolo and Re- galico marble. It is of Gothic style,
conforming to the architecture of the
edifice in which it is placed. Many
prominent Santa Feans assisted in defraying Its cost and are well pleased
with their expenditure.
The altar was erected to the mem
ory of the Mother Magdalen Hayden,
pioneer educator, who came from Ken
tucky to Santa Fe in 1852.
She was accompanied by five sis
ters and but one of the group sur
vives. She is Sister Rosanne Dant,
who Is still living here.
The altar bears a
de
picting the "Last Supper." The tabernacle is of singular beauty, and is
protected by two doors, the outer por
tal being of solid gold.
On either side of the altar stands
an angel, looking toward the. Blessed
Sacrament. The angels are the gift
of the Misses Manderfield of this city
and are in memory of their nephew,
Isauro Lorenzo Salazar.
The altar rail over which the sac
rament of holy communion is admin
istered almost daily, is of white marble. It is the gift of a friend of the
convent and is in memory of Mother
Francisco Lamy, who died last March.
Stations of the Cross.
The stations of the cross, 14 in
number, are much admired. They
have been placed in memory of Miss
Adelaide Gonzales, a beautiful girl,
who died while a pupil at the convent. The stations are not paintings,
as are often seen in churches and
chapels, but are groups of statues, exquisitely carved. A study of the
faces of the Savior and other participants In the memorable trip to Mount
Calvary is an inspiration to devption.
In. the center of the chapel hangs
a chandelier of many dazzling lights
the gift of the "Children of Mary"
society at the convent.
Another addition to the chapel Is
a "chimes," possessing a sweet, musical tone.

White Nubuck is an extreme
favorite, while the 7 button
Brown Nubuck Oxford is very attractive and much in demand.
Gunmetal, Patent Leather, Dull Kid, Ooze, Satin and Silk
are also included in the line.

C2.50 to $4.50

"MAKES

EASY"

LIFE'S WALK

STYLE, COMFORT AND QUALITY
are combined to the greatest
possible degree in "Croseett" shoes for men.
They are designed for particular men and possess aU the
style that's possible to men's shoes. And their
quality is unequaled. Prices

$4.50 to CG.CO
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
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FOR EOYS
FOR
THE GUARANTEED SHOE
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These popular shoes possess all the
style
and comfort that is possible to children's
shoes. And the quality is such that
every
pair is GUARANTEED
to give SATISFAC-

-

TORY SERVICE.

The variety of the styles is
large enough

that every demand can be met with

a satis-

factory style.

75c to S3. 25
as Veas'LoadingStoro

$.Jceuw&s Son
Establialtod

1862

South. SidisRaja.

ley, Ind., says:

"I would not take welcome was extended
by Governor
the relief from kidney trou- Foss, who is a
member of the
ble I received from one
single box of
Foley Kidney Pills." o. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.
$100.00 for

Heed the Cough that Hangs On
The seeds of consumption may be
the cause, and a coua that bangs
on weakens the system.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound checks the
cough, heals the inflamed membranes
and strengthens the lungs. E D
Rountree, Stillmore, Ga., says:
left me a deep seated, hacking,
days' convention. Papers have been
painful cough which Foley's Honey
prepared on
Among and Tar
completely cured." O. G.
Manufacturers, the New Agriculture Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store!
in the South and Its Relation to the

COTTON MEN IN BOSTON.
Boston, Mass., April 24. The annual meeting of the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers
opened
in Huntington hall, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, today for a two

Spinning Industry, the Importance of
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Closer Touch
Between the Executives
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it and
in Mills, and a variety
Operatives
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigof other subjects pertaining to the
nature Is on each box. 25c.
cotton Industry.
The first session was called to orRheumatism as a result of kidney der by President Edwin P. Greene,
trouble, stiff and aching joints, back- and after some
preliminary routine
ache and sore kidneys will all yield to
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They uuswess tne delegates were welcomed
are tonic in action, quick In results, to the Institute of Technology by
curative always. W. S. Skelton, StanMaclaurin, while the state's

"La-grlpp- e

THREE--

I
LEAGUE OPENS SEASON.
Quincy, 111., April 24. With many
new faces in the ranks the
eight
teams of the Three-- I league

opened
the organization's championship season today. Dubuque played at Peoria, Decatur at Blomlngton, Spring
field at Danville and Davenport in
ihis city. The season win
.
til September 7, the schedule
ing for 140 games.
provid-Preside-
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CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00

a;'

$50,000.00

s'r'
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J. M. Cunningham, President.

Frank Springer,

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.

t.

LAS VEGA
Interest

PaJd On Time Deposits

AS, VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
.

CAPITAL STOCK
Offki

$30,000 00

With (he San

Miutl National

Hank

Win, i. HAYDON

President

II W. LI LLY
I). T. UOSKINH

Vice
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IN WOMEN'S

Pumps and Oxfords

Many inquiries have been made as
to what authority State Game Warden
de Baca has for ordering fish screens
to be put in all the streams in the
state, which have fish, or in which
fish are apt to stray. For the guidance, or information of those interested the game warden refers them to
section 30, of the fish ana game laws,
which reads as follows,
"It shall be the duty' of the owner
or owners of any canal or ditch into
which any portion of the waters of
any stream containing game food fish
as defined by this act are diverted for
the purpose of irrigation or any other
purpose which consume such waters,
or any user of such waters so diverted, to construct and maintain at the
head of such cana'i or ditch a paddle
wheel or wheels, or other device, as
may be directed by the state warden
which shall be maintained during
such portion of each year as sucn
waters are diverted for irrigation or
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toe children in tbe Warren ; miasms as readily an he could see ob---'
that she was correct. Then she went whf-rthrough a window. His descri:
school tried particularly tard to bafon:
CA
A
ant"
"The second letter looks like a U fle Keulah in hiding an object. Abet- liona were verified by the
HER FRIENDLY HELPER
ere always true to facts. So there
or an R. 1 can't tell exactly. It is all ted by their teacher they got a step
iu and out of the third letter. It might iadder and placed the "button" on top ia justification for the belief in medBY JANETTE FINLAY.
be either a B or an R, but I am not of tbe clock in the classroom six ci ical clairvoyance, or power of diagnosis of the state of a person from disure because I am not used to such eight feet above the ground.
"I can see it but I can't reach it," rect contact with the eye or
"It's time to be thinking about
writing."
an
was
but
told them after a time. "I'm too vision at short range.
R,
a
she
as
fact,
The letter,
spring hats," sighed Mrs. Turner.
"Goodness! Y'ou talk, as though it
"The same has been done at a disas was proved when the monogram little. The button is on top of the
were
a hardship:" remonstrated Mrs.
one
or
in
it
shown
two instances by a
tance
might clock."
was subsequently
Beck. "I'm just aching to get startA still more difficult feat along this psychic whom I tad under InvestigaSHE SEES INITIALS ON A WATCH just as well have been a B from its s,- ed at mine! You know, my sister's
HIDDEN WITHIN A WAIST-COASpearance. Dr. Quackenbos and the line was planned by Heulah's hostess tion a year or so ao, but she claim- been studying millinery, and
ed to effect her purpose by entering
other investigators said that the little of last week. She said:
"Oh, don't, if you value your peace
Igirl'B natural error proved she had
"Beulah, I'm going to select an ob into the mental state of remote per-un- of mind, to say nothing of your repuKeulah Miller, "The Girl with the a real vision of the object and was not ject about which vou know uoihiis
aid so to
a:;d set the parts tation in the neighborhood!" interrupt-eMrs. Turner. "I have been through
Eyes," who recently returned faking. If she had been she would and then I'm going to hide it in aii cf those with whom she was en rapand that's the principal reason I
it,
Warin
home
Irom New York to her
place while you're out port.
have called the initial correctly.
,
hate the very name of hats! I wish
or
a
behind
her
couple
left
ren, L. I.,
"This is
we might have lived when our grandbut
"The third letter is an H." she said. oi the room. If you can tell me what
hundred persona who are tying to fig- "I'm sure of that, because I can make it is and where it is 111 give you a
faculties are recognised as inher- mothers did, and put away our nice,
ure out "how Bhe does it."
nice present.'
ent in human nature. Telepathy, the becoming hats, to wear year after
one just like it myself." .
Does what?
The hostess selected one of those action of spirit at distances, is of this year." I
This was absolutely right. The thre?
"Well, wouldn't be seen in the bats
Why, tells you what card you have initials were E. R- - H.
pasteboard cubes which come stuck nature and belones to the essence of my grandmother wore!" declared Mrs.
don't
picked out of the deck when you
Beck.
The error in the case of the aec. id full of black pins for women's ue. all minds.
even know It yourself; tells you what letter also proved, in tbe opinion of She placed this in the cage of the can
"You will long for them, after you've
alon? these superarticle it is that you have concealed the psychic investigator, that Beu'aii ary bird, which swung near a window, normal lines ia facilitated by hypno- finished this year, if you let your sisabout your person; tella you the intials did not get tia letters through the Beulah being kept out of the rooir tism but it Is not necessary, as in this ter help trim your hat!" prophesied
Mrs. Turner. 'Til tell you about my
that are engraved upon your watch uedium of thought transference from when this was going on. Her sister case, to be in a hypnotic state. In
experience.
when she doesn't know your name; the nurse and the doctor to her. In Gladys was kept out, too, because i! the case of this young girl an inner
have a friend who was very artistells you your exact age (no matter that case she would have got this let- had become apparent that thought consciousness is the gift of perceiving tic She pins a ribbon on a street
apmuch older or younger you may
ter, for both were thinking about it. transference between the children was outward things without the aid of the dress, and you'd be amazed to see
and does
articles
what a lovely evening dress it is
hidden
finds
oreans of sense."
If she had obtained her information Ftrong and ea?y.
pear);
turned into! And she makes the
after
she
said,
return
Eeulah's
from thought transference it would
many other wonderful things.
1'pon
street hat by just picking up
off,
vision.
say
right
Of course you'll
not have been a case of
ARE COLDS CATCHING?
studying a few minutes:
little boy's straw hat and draping
ber
Beu-la- h
It is claimed that most colds are her veil over It! It Is all so easy and
And thought transference is a more or
"Trickery." But remember, first,
'It Is up there in the cage. I can
latching as measles and that one simple looking.
is only 12 years old. And again, less commonplace thing and not par- see it, but I don t know just wnat
reshould avoid the association of any
"So when this friend said she'd help
interestina to the psychic is." Then she spelled, as she does one who has a cold. Never
most of the persons who saw her
permit me trim my spring hat I was duly
last ticularly
here
in
stay
her
feats
markable
student.
anvone who has a cold to kiss your
with all unfamiliar objects,
see that
child. Avoid crowded carg and poor- - grateful. I was Just aching for a nice
week took particular pains to
Divined the Bird's Name
Test With a Card
!v rent'lafed slppnin" moms.
Then looking hat, covered with daisies, and
the bird for the first
trickery was not possible.
this
Upon
seeing
that
to
"The
a
of
prove
cold
It as she said we'd make one. So I went
take
rid
when
way
only
yoa
get
in tht house
Xo less an authority than Dr. John
arrival
ber
after
s into a store and bought a couple of
time,
as
just
in
Chamberlain
gome
possible.
UKkiy
and child reallv does see objects
B. Quackenbos, eminent hypnotist
Beulah gazed at him in childish ad- Coush Remedy used as directed will bunches of daisies and a nice cheap
not
does
manner
and
to admit that unexplainable
you to throw it off quickly and frame.
and plumage, anfl
psvchic investigator, had
get them from the mentality of those miration of song
That preparation albabyish
the
nianeiitly.
"My friend Emiled a 'too bad' smile
amazed
;ei
by
name?"
was
utterly
his
he
said Dr. Quackenbos, ":3 then demanded: "Whats
and is pleasant and safe when she saw my purchase, and said
cures
about
ways
her,"
in
an
i
looking Beulah, and that during
"I'm not going to tell you, Beulah
o take, tor sale by all dealers.
the shape was impossible, but added
-- onrtucted
for us to select some object which
;
vestigation of her which he
I want to see if you can find
that she'd go with me to select a
because
are
about,
we
even
ourselves
ignorant
frame. Accordingly, we took back my
there was no possible chance of irauo.
'for
hostess.
the
said
out
yourself,"
card
a
we
take
is that
U0on My suggestion
choice and bought a $5 frame that was
SCHUBERT
letter
CONCERT
one
out
called
"Her's is a true case of
the midde of a deckj af(er Jt The little girl
very similar to the other, but had
and is remarkable in many ways, he has been shuffled, and place it, with F immediately, but her attention was
more artistic lines, my friend exshe
ever
and
recall
else
havj.g out
said. "I do not
OCCURS
TONIGHT
on top of 6ome directed to something
at
plained.
It,
looking
A few minread about such a case, much less ob"She set the frame on my head and
If she can call that went no further just then.
object.
opaque
served one, and I have tested a great 'that card she has true
pinned the daisies on. Then she stood
vision." lutes afterward, gazing again at the
she was talented MUSICAL ORGANIZA off to admire. 'Oh,' she Bald, 'you've
psychics in ultranormal
many
So the. physician drew a card from bird, she said, "R." Again
not got nearly enough daisies! Youll
TION WILL PLAY TO A BIG
minfew
a
human beings in my time."
a pack and placed it on a marble man- diverted; but that night
have to get lots more!'
CROWD AT THE DUNCAN.
her
tucked
One of the first tests to which Beuhad
hostess
after
utes
her
far above the youngsters
"So I went and ordered two more
telpiece
Dr.
Quacklah was put after visiting
bunches.
was stationed below in bed, she said:
she
My friend was quite amused
Then
head.
Tonight at the Duncan opera house when I
enbos' office (and it must be rememknow tbe name of the bird
I
them back. She had
"Oh,
look
to
brought
directed
and
the mantelpiece
will occur one of the most enjoyable
bered that she had never been there
now. It's F-what
could
tell
she
see
if
and
upward
musical entertainments
that have
before and knew no one in the place
The name of the pet was Fritz, a
the card was.
ever been given in Las Vegas, when
was
with
who
a
sister
canary
for
her
Gladys,
cognomen
xeecpt
First she said it was black. She most, .unusual
Club and
ini.a linoia.
,
Symphony
iv the Schubert
.
j.(.i..
her) was to telj, if she could, the
if she was risht. Xo one could Heuian uaa uinuc
asked
concert
will
a
Lady
Quartette
give
on
the
interwoven
tials which were
tell her, because no one knew. But one letter.
under the auspices of the Catholic laNew
about
back of a small gold watch worn inShowing the little sisters
feeling sure after a minute or so that
never visited dies. The performance will begin at
side the waist of the physician's office
color in her men- York, which they had
correct
the
she
had
8:30 o'clock and it is expected a
well
as
them upnurse. The doctor, of course,
visualized the black before, their hostess took
she
tal
audience will be present, as the
picture,
large
as the nurse, knew the initials, but no
a little long town and stopped at the Waldorf for- advance reservation of seats has been
took
It
as
spadeB.
spots
one else of half a dozen persons in he
the assistant mantremendous. The street railway comer for her to form a mental picture luncheon. One of
.
of Beulah sun- learned
Users,
having
count
which she could accurately
from
pany will provide plenty of cars to
JNOW, Beuiau aoesn t go imo a iram-take the crowd home after the show.
but finally she called sev usual acaompiisnmenis, iuo.
the
spots,
or anything of that sort. She just
through the place. Beulah was espe
The following clipping from the Yai-lejcloses her eyeB, leans back her head
a
t- u um!i of finades
cially delighted with the vast kitchen
(Calif.) Times shows what kind
ti
and concentrates. The "things' she
m
al u.
of an organization the Schubert comHow did you do it, Beulah?" she and gazed
sees, by her own unlearned explananai my im pany is:
Can you ten me
was asked, after she had been reward
" he inquired, when he learned the
tion of her powers, just "float up in
is
The concert last night In the Naval
ed with candy and cake.
front of her."
of the visitor.
identity
at
first.
black
looked
"Well, it just
"The first letter is an E," ?he said
Laboriously, but quite correctly, sht
she said, with perfect simplicity, and
which
more
two
but
And I can see
letters,
1 spelled out a long Swiss name,
then
then looked like spades, and
T can't
not
Is
out
had
them
make
yet.
manager
even the assistant
quite
could count them. That wasn't very
R right?"
told the asshe
Also,
before.
heard
hard to do."
The child
the esact date of his
, works with
A feat at least as difficult was per- sistant manager
much more raivdity and
certainty
he confessed
formed by the little girl after she re- marriage, which
when she eros that the Srsi p:irt of
sure . of himself.
wasn't
he
turned from the office of Dr. Quack"She Stood Off to Admire."
her task has been successfully accomhe found that
home
But
he
when
got
a
of
enbos to the home in Flatbush
a
plished. She was told in this instance
been
right.
itK h expected me to bring back half
woman who was her hostess during the tiny girl had
dozen bunches! Of course, since she
New
the
wrote
for
Dr.
Quackenbos
the week she spent in this city.
was doing it and it was purely a favor,
comment:
This woman, her mother, another York World the folowing
I couldn't remonstrate about the price,
seems
Miller
Miss
"The case of little
which was rapidly soaring so I got
relative and Beulah's sister Gladys
vision, or the
more daisies! Finally we got enough,
were playing cards in the library. Beu- to be one of true
and
objects.
see
to
opaque
through
began the construction.
the
power
When
room.
lah was out of the
"She told me what to do, while I
vision i
case
of
authentic
"An
"
n
throw
face
was
deck
the
game ended,
sewed! I never got a bunch properly
the
downward upon the table. Just then was that of Lee Bret,
sewed on until I'd cut it off about a
son of Dr. F. M. Bret, formerly profesdozen times, and I was as tired as
Magic after taking Lydia Beulah returned.
of
the
at
College
f
though I'd made a whole dress! By
"Beulah, do vou suppose you could sor of bacteriology
.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
and Surgeons. It waa re I
the time she was satisfied it was dark,
diamonds?"
Physicians
of
six
the
us
out
for
pick
I pinned on the hat, without
and
Age.
in
the
Coining
ported
fully
Compound.
she was asked.
sense to look in the mirror to
enough
when
hyp"This boy had the power,
"I'll try." she said, laughingly. aI'i
North Bangor, N. Y. " As I have
Y. M. C. A. given by the Schubert see the effect, and went home.
the
and
look
to
into
through
were
notized,
"My family howled at me! I was
used Lydia E. Pink- - the members of this party
see the internal or- - Symphony Club and Lady Quartette called everything, from a hothouse to
ham s Vegetable friends, she felt, because she had been human body and
of Chicago, under the auspices of the a forest, and my husband made me
Compound with with them several years, and when
church, was an evening's wear my old hat to the theater that
Presbyterian
I
feel
benefit
is
given
great
friends, and the task
HOW
to be remembered by night, with the option of staying home
it my duty to write among a
long
enjoyment
about
she
gors
way,
and tell you about it to her in playful
audience present. Seldom if I didn't!
the
large
much more eagerly and successfully
I was ailincfrom fe- "Still, I felt that my friend knew,
W0I1 has there been heard in this city a and,
inves
in spite of my inner convictions, I
j male weakness and than when under
of vocal and instrumntal
program
trusted her good taste. She had said
had headache and tigation.
music aud recitation that could equal the hat was
backache nearly all
becoming and stylish, and
She moved the pack about a little Ber Health and
this entertainment and none have I decided that my family needed to be
Back
the time. I was later
Strength
clos
wtih her hands, keeping her eyes
educated up to it. So I wore it downsurpassed it.
every month than I
Aain by The Use cf CardaL
ed, and inside of two or thtre minutes
The work of the lady quartette was town next day. People sat for the
and so sick that I had to 'go to bed
after touching half a dozen differ
smendul. their selections belna well whole trip in the car with their eyes
fastened on my hat
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- ent cards drew one to the edge of the
"Then I met my friend who had
pound has made me well and these trou- table and turned it face upward. It city, Mrs. E. C. Comm. writes: "I was J
was
many
said
It
by
perfecl harmony.
bles have disappeared like magic I
me make the hat. She stood
helped
had been called for.
that
i
xi lira
HrviihT
was
the
card
thtsv
tnO
n v i v, t ifhA)it
t.u w j
ll u i Ul'Km
have recommended the Ccmpowd to
manly troubles. My husband brought Ilia. l U.
looking at me for a second. Then
still,
done
were
Her feats with cards
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from best lady quartette ever heard here. she sat down and laughed in my face.
any women who have used it successbecause uie iirsi uay, it seemea to neip.
" 'Oh,' she said, 'you look so funny!'
fully. "Mrs. Jamcs J. Stacy, R.F.D. more easily than any others,
The violin numbers by Thomas V.
I had almost lost my reason, but
Ko. 3, North Bangor, N. Y.
"She said she hadn't noticed before
she is familiar with the deck ana thanks
were
especially tine and place
to Cardui, I did not Soon, I Purcell
-- Another
knows the name of each pasteboard. felt and looked like a new womaa. I him among the coming gTeat artists how I looked in it she was just tryIHude Well.
I of the country. Being yet a very ing then to get all the daisies on it
's
She complained laughingly that at think the remedy is wonderful.
Ann Arbor, Mich. "Lydia E.
I
hava
for
recommend
to
artistically! So now she offered to fix
it
friend?,
cry
vumur man he has a most Dromising it over.
Vegetable Compound has done home, up in Warren, which is a suburb received great beneSt from it."
wonders for me. For years I suffered of Providence, none of the children
Cardui acts epeciacally on the weak- future before him and Vallejo people j "But I was firm in my refusal, and
terribly with hemorrhages and hai would play cards with ber any more, ened womanly organs, strengthening
to have the pleasure of hearing I took it back to the store where I'd
tbe iouBcles and nerves, and building hope
pains so intense that somctim s I would
could never make h?r the ttetn
when coming this way.
bought the material. They charged
btcaube
s?a:'a
h'.m
they
faint away.
I had female weakness
op to health.
guite a mm for taking the trimming
She could visualize tbe
nerIt helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
no bad that I had to doctor all the lime 'old maid."
iff and putting eome new trimming on
n end rtliev-- t tbe 'g cf
of
and never found relief until I took raids that were banded to her to draw vous
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A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
Aid and Relieve the Tension.
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penetrating anplicatum aner tiir formula of a noted lamilv doctor, and lubricates every musele, nerve, tissue r tenijUai
aimed. It goes direct Ij to thn strained
pert inns and gently but surely relieves ail
tendency to soreness or sirain.
By its daily use there will be no pain, no
distress, no nansea, no danger of laejraiioa
or other acei dent, and the period wiii be one
ef supreme comfort ami Joyio! anticipation.
Is a

MEETING OF HOMEOPATHS.
St. Louis, Mo., April 21. More ihm

To ail young women Mother's friend U 130 prominent r'prweutai;vi:s of the
of ail beipful lw1iene-s- ,
greaet
;! rl ij
arc
chitiioirtli of aii H aoiiiea and homeopathic school (if iti
fur it ru
all h duiiljf and treat, attend! uk the annual weftii.g of the
dsnavra, dit-Ue H'llid
S.'i
C!1M' lit f- - ttr.Kf ! tbu
to
and
(:! t;.i- - cr.n-- t ev t. iu a Mishouii fiiKtltutH in tlmttfhimihy in
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TEXAS T. P. A. IN SESSION.
Fort Worth, Texas, April 24. Commercial travelers from far and near
trooped Into Forth Worth today for
the twenty-fourtannual convention
of the Texas division of the Travelers'
Protective Association.
Beginning
with a welcome meeting tonight tha
convention will continue its business
sessions over Friday and Saturday.
Mayor Jdilam will welcome the delegates at the first of the regular sessions tomorrow morning. In the Intervals between sessions there wiii
be trips to places of interest in and
about the city and several features of
entertainment.
h

Mother's Friond. a famous external remedy, U the otiiv one known that is alilc to
reach ail tue different parts involved.
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and over, and the protection
from peremptory discharge furnished
city employes by such systems. The
data secured shows a very general application by the cities of civil service
rules and regulations to positions in
the city service, but a very great variety in method and extent of enforcement. This lack of uniformity, how
ever, does not exist between cities in
states with, state civil service laws
and boards, which, in addition to lessening the effects of local influences,
equalize the tests required of persons
desiring positions in the city service
and regulate the conditions of the dis
missal of employes.
Massachusetts and New Jersey have
state civil boards, and the state civil
service law of both of these states is
extended to any city in the state elect
ing to accept its provisions. All ci
ties of over 30,000 Inhabitants in Mas
sachusetts are under the" state civil
service law. The following cities in
New Jersey are under the state civil
service law: Newark, Trenton, Jer
sey City, East Orange, and Paterson; vice.
while in the other cities of New Jersey
The civil service regulations of Bosa state tenure of office act protects ton are those of the esaatimng board
firemen and policemen from being dis- appointed by the governor. The Mascharged without a hearing before the sachusetts law classifies service is
local board of fire and police com- "official service" and "labor service."
The former class includes, fire,
missioners.
In New Jersey and California, state
clerical, technical, and other simlaws make the tenure of teachers fix- ilar positions, and the labor service
ed after three years' service, except includes the positions of (1) laborers,
against charges of inefficiency and in (2) skilled laborers, and (3) mechan
- ics and craftmen.
capacity, which are required to be preProtection Not Uniform.
sented in writing and proved before
The
reports obtained from the eev- the boards of education.
The city civil service commissions eral cities concerning the protection
in New York state come unuer the afforded city employes in their tenure
of office show wide variance ia the
provisions of the state law and are extent
of the protection. Rochester,
em
city
to
state
regulations,
subject
N.
Y,
reported that any employe of
to
ployes having the right of appeal
the
or exempt classes
noncompetitive
or
the
commission
either the local
be
may
peremptorily removed by the
Btate board.
power; while for eight citappointing
to
The examinations for appointment
ies (Pittsburg, pa., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Columbia
of
District
the
in
positions
with the city of Wash Dayton, Ohio, Spokane, Wash., Des
Moines, Iowa, Kansas
City, Kan.,
ington) are given by the United States Springfield, I1L, and New
Orleans,
the
at
request
commission
civil service
La.) the reports show full protection
of the district commissioners.
of all classes of city employes. This
The laws of Ohio at present pro
protection means that removal caa be
vide for a civil service commission in made
only after the filing of written
each municipality, but in accordance charges and a formal
hearing.
with a recent amendment to the con
AH classes of
are given
employes
stitution of Ohio, a state commission partial
protection in Kansas City, Mo.,
is to be organized with jurisdiction and Oklahoma
City, Okla., and the
over appointments in cities.
cities furnish protection to
, following
Since the systems in use in
specified classes of employes as inCni"&so and Boston are typical dicated: Omaha, Neb., Dallas, Tex.,
of the aims and objects of the merit Fort Worth, Tex., Sacramento, Calif.,
svstem as applied to appointing and and Topeka, Kan., to firemen and popromoting employes in the city ser- licemen; Washington, D. C, only to
vice, a brief review of the salient fea- the assessor and members of the pertures of the civil service laws, rules, manent board of assistant assessors;
and regulations in these leading citie, Troy, N. Y, to veterans of" the civil
is significant.
war; and Los Ange'ies, Calif., to all
Classification in New York
employes except those of the fire,
The report of the New York City police and library departments. The
civil service commission for the year report from Tacoma, Wash., shows
that the question of the right to dis1910 gives the following classification
charge is yet unsettled in that city,
of employes In effect in that city:
Competitive class includes all po- the matter having been appealed resitions for which It is practical to de- cently to the supreme court; and the
termine the merit and fitness of ap- method in practice In Ohio cities will
plicants by competitive examinations. be made to conform to the requirements of the new
constitutional
amendment.
30,000

t

VJ

Pink-ham-

1

ashmgton, April 23. The bureau
of the census has completed an inves
tigation of the civil service systems
in use in cities having a population of

Xo.icompetitive class includes such,
positions are not in the exempt class
or the labor class, and which it is impractical to include in the competitive class.
Labor class includes unskilled
and such skilled laborers as
are not Included in the competltv9
or tha noncompetitive class.
Exempt class Includes those that
may be appointed without examination. A statement of a'il such appointments must, however, be made to tUo
civil service commission by the ap
pointing officer. This class Includes
(a) deputies of principal executive officers authorized by law to act for
principals; (b) one secretary for each
board, office, or commission authorized by law to appoint a secretary, except the civil service board itself;
(c) one clerk and one deputy cleric,
if authorized by law, of each court,
and one clerk of each elective judicial officer.
Chicago and a number of other Illinois cities operate under a state law
adopted by a vote of tne electors In
the several cities. The law exempts
from its provisions elective officers,
officers whose appointment is subject
to confirmation by the city council,
judges of election, members of the
board of education, teachers of
schools, heads of the principal departments of the city, members of
the law department, and one private
secretary of the mayor.
In Chicago the civil service regulations recognize the following classes,
each of which has subdivisions or
grades: medica'i service, engineering
service, clerical service, police service, operating engineering service,
fire service, library service, Inspection service, supervising service,
skilled labor service, and labor ser-
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THIS IS "KISSING DAY."
OPPOSED TO HUERTA,
tk arises?"- - "What is the internaLondon, April 24. One of the few
Washington, April 24. Secretary
tional obligation of the United States,
if any, under its treaties, In view of ancient customs that has survived the Garrison today made public the folESTABLISHED 1S7I
the' British contention?'! will also be changes of time, and the fame of lowing dispatch from Major weneral
discussed at this session by Hannis which has spread .throughout the Leonard Wood chief of staff of the
on
Publlted By
Taylor, formerly minister to Spain, world, is "Kissing Day," which was army, investigating the situation
,
Hunger-fordas
frontier:
at
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO."
observed
of
usual
the
po
today
and Amos S. Hershey, professor
the Lancastrian jborough on the
(Incorporated)
"Reports of alarm among our peolitical science and international law
western
borders
of
.Berkshire. Lusty ple and about conditions at BrownsIn Indiana university. The society
reon
blasts
the
the
ancient
horn were blown ville and Laredo are greatly overdiscuss
and
receive
will
then
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
la
port of Its committee oa codification early this morning by the town crier, drawn. The situation on our side
occasides
on
new
both
the
a
in
attired
for
General
opinion
trans
after
INTERNA-TIONAquiet.
livery
of International law and,
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
Then the "tuttimen" went of border is strongly opposed to Huer-ta.- "
sion.
1W WILL' EXAMINE
acting its business, will adjourn.
05
staves,
,
TOLLS SITUATION.
The proceedings will close with a forth wtih
ladles
the
to
all
on
kiss
their
duty
being
Willard
hotel,
New
the
at
banquet
a
Entered at the postoffice at East
Washington, April 24. The Pana- Saturday evening. A number of prom- whom they met, and demand penny
GIRL'S NARROW ESCAPE
male
householder
from
to
attend
they
every
are
expected
24. Edna
tM Vegas. New Mexico, for transmis ma canal tdls question is the princi- inent speakers
Pa., April
Johnstown,
Hocktide
the banquet, Including among them called upon. Meanwhile the
sion through the United States mails pal subject of discussion by many
2
rescued
was
years,
Newman, aged
jury were meeting In the town hall
at the seventh Secretary Bryan.
a seoond class matter.
washed
after
resuscitated
and
being
annual-meetinA the sessions of the society will for the transaction of more serious
of the American Soci.
more than 300 feet of 15 inch
J
through
who
a
constable,
business, appointing
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ely of International Law, which opens be open to the public.
near her home at Wlnd- The society was organized Janu- is coroner and mayor combined, ale culvert pipe,
here tonight The general subject,
Dally, by Career:
The
child was playing near
ber
today.
of
tasters, leather sealers, keepers
t 06 "The International Use of Straits and ary 12, 1906, to fpster the study of
Copy
fell
into the water a
and
a
creek
and
esof
the
common
coffer,
the
the
keys
law and promote
16 Canals with Especial Reference to the
Ww&
the creek en
where
above
few
feet
duties
66 Panama Canal," is the one before the tablishment of international relations other ancient, officials whose
Ome Month
a road. The
culvert
under
the
tered
more
thaa
Its
are
practical
picturesque
society, which numbers among its on the basis of law and Justice.
fBB Year ......
Into
was
the pipe
drawn
little tody
members many notable publicists, membership is composed of about
Dally by Mill
recovered
when
unconscious
was
and
of
GOOD
ROADS CONGRESS., ,
,
6 00 statesmen, diplomats and other pub1,000 persons residing in all parts
One Year
Ala., April 24. Bir- by a pedestrian.
Birmingham,
Is made up principally
and
world
the
3.00 lic men.
of
Panama
the
The
stage
Months
tlx
canal negotiations between the Unit- of persons In the diplomatic and con- mingham is host to 2,000 delegates,
ed States and Great Britain gives add- sular service of the United1 States and who have assembled here from almost
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ed Interest to the society's delibera- other countries, government officials, every state for the annual national
GROWER
v'. 11
New York, April 24. Uneasiness in
International lawyers, students aad good roads congress. Mrs. Suzzanna
tions.
told
Alaska,
a
from
law
One Year
and
per.
delegate
international
Rognon,
foreign markets over the renewed tenSenator Elihu Root, president of the teachers of
1.00
In interna- the congress this morning of the ad- sion in the European political situailx Months
Interested
sons
ftn
generally
will
with
the
open
society,
meeting
vance of the good roads movement in tion was reflected today In heaviness
address at 8 o'clock. The address tional affairs.
the northern territory under the direc- of American stocks in London. The
Cash In Advance for Mall Subecrip- win be devoted principally to an aption of Major Richardson, the army effect of this tendency on the home
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
preciation of Dr. Francis LJeber,
tions)
comown
their
value
who
engineer in charge of this develop- market was heightened by other conMothers
Remit by draft, check or money whose "instructions for the governMrs. Rognon declared that the
ment.
their
of
children,
welfare
the
and
ment
of
fort
armies
the
of
United
the
siderations, and sentiment was thorrder. If sect otherwise we will not
of
of Alaska from the wilder- oughly bearish.
box
a
without
winning
never
be
should
States
the
la
the
field,"
by
adopted
loss.
responsible for
due to the
The substantial victory won by the
of the United States dur. Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for chil- ness is in large measure
Specimen copies free on applica government
in evare
that
stretching
roads
season
the
good
use
founfor
throughout
eastern
civil
the
railroad firemen with its pil
have
laid
the
war,
dren,
ing
tion.
cities
dations for the; codification of the They break up colds, relieve feverish-ness- , ery direction from the principal
ing up of operating costs for the railconstipation, teething disoders, and towns.
roads, and the prospects of further deXli PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT laws of war,' first by Individual naUsed
troubles.
stomach
con
and
and
headache
The
mands from other employes, were intions,
finally
by
Hague
TIME
THE EXPIRATION OF
DISCUSS CANAL TOLLS.
ferences.. The date of Mr. Root's ad by mothers for 22 years. THESE
strumental in forcing down prices.
PAID FOR
Pana-maWashington, April 24. The
dress, April 24, 1913, is the fiftieth POWDERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by
The California situation also received
is
the
canal tolls controversy
23c. Don't accept, any
of
the
of
the
all
stores,
from
anniversary
drug
considerable attention
promulgations
are
the
Advertiser!
guaranteed
the only topic
these instructions khown, in the nom substitute.
Sample mailed FREE. leading, and virtually
bears.
circulation
and
weekly
dally
largest
for consideration at the
A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y scheduled
Selling was mainly professional but
t ny newspaper In northern New enclature of the United Spates war de. Address,
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Jefierson Ray nolds, President.
E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
" H. Erie
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
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Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Pkofits

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on lima Deposits

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
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j
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'

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile
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The beauty of the materials is only excelled by their
usually reasonable cost.
vorites.

'

Rough fabrics are the universal

unfa- -

in.
We show them in all the new colors in heavy Linen,

Ratines and Poplins,

25c, 35c arid 50c Per Yard
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Ribs, May $11.45; July $1.15;
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Visit Our Piece Goods" Counters and
Look Over the New Materials and See
How Inexpensively You Can Get Your
Summer Clothes
i
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Corn, May
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Fro-vacti-

i

Machine
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Phone Main 344.
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$35,000
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY

Shoes With Style,
Fit and Comfort

PERSONALS

Of course if you think shoes
are just shoes, you can get them
anywhere. If you are critical,

.

kind that really have STYLE,
FIT and COMFORT, you will
certainly ask for .

.

Whatever your footwear needs,
we can supply you.

,

hr the NEW IDEA 10c Palterm
PHONE MAIN 104 .

FIFTY GUESTS ARE
TO EAT

day.
DINNER OF THE
YOUNG MEN'S
COMMERCIAL CLUB TO BE
A BIG EVENT.

'

i

-

manager of the Denver

C. F. Cole,

branch of the Cole iioior oompany,
and C. J. Cbrkhlll.a representative
for that company, left Denver last
ColoThe reservations for the young Monday for a trip over southern
Mexico.
New
and
northern
rado
They
men's dinner of the Commercial club
will come as far as Las Vegas In New
tonight have reached 50, and the afwi'il Inspect the roads all
fair without a doubt will be the larg- Mexico and
route.
their
along
est attended spread that the club has
given. A large number of reservations have been made by the younger
nien of the city who are displaying a
big Interest in the affair.
r
Everybody who is to attend the
arrive
and
to
is urged
be prompt,
at the club rooms at 6 o'clock. It is
desired to conclude the affair by 8:30
o'clock so that those who desire may
attend the Schubert concert at tne
opera house. If there are any pessimists in the city, they should he present at the dinner tonight and hear the
talks of the young men. The young
men are talcing advantage of this opPSSSSS55
portunity to address the Commercial
club and they are expected to make
a good impression with the older
dia-ne-

--

members.

LANDAU WILL PREACH
UPON

" THE

PASSOVER"

yr

isiiisiiiij:
TO BE
SUBJECT
INTERESTING
TEMPLE
AT
DISCUSSED
MONTEFIORE TOMORROW.
The Jewish people of Las Vegas are
celebrating this week the Passover
season, one of the oldest and most
holy times in the entire history of
Judaism. The subject ot the sermon
of Dr. Jacob Landau at Temple Moate-fior- e
tomorrow evening will be "The
Passover." Dr. Landau will go into
the subject extensively, showing the
value of the observance of the Passover and the part it has played in the
history of the Jewish people. The
public is cordially invited to attend
these services, which will begin at ,8
Good music will be furo'clock.
nished by the temple choir.
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Arid it docs better
work. ' Simply follow

your customary method
add a
preparation
of
Calumet
little less
.than. when using ordinary baking powder.
Then watch the result.
Light, fluffy, and eventhe baking
ly raised
the oven
from
comes
more tempting, tastier,
more wholesome.
rot

BARBER SHOPS TO
CLOSE AT SEVEN
EARLIER HOUR FOR KN0CKING
OFF WORK WILL BE INSTITUTED MAY 1.
The i.as Vegas Barbers' union met
'last night in regular business session
and made a new regulation concerning the working hours, uiider which all
the shops of East Lis Vegas after
the first day of Ma' will open at 7
o'clock in the
morning and close
promptly at 7 in the evening. Tiie
one exception is Saturday when the
whops will be open from 7 o'clock la
the morning until 11 o'clock in the
The working hours of the
evening.
Ifarliers have been' Jong heretofore,
mikI this imw remilution is exnected
lo l
improvement for u!l
This iiM'ttiis that alter
(minimum.
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Calumet insures the baking of an
expert. Ask your grocer
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JUBILEE SINGERS

k

ARE MAKING A

Kaler, for a short business visit in
.
Las Vegas.
Leo P
nsburg, local representae Buick Automobile com-pan- tive fc
this morning for Kansas
!i '
City w1' e he will remain for some
time or, business.
J. M. McCracken of El Paso is In
the city for a few days,' conferring
with the local cement contractors.
Mr. McCracken is the representative
for the Southwestern Portland Ce
ment company, of El Paso.
T. J. Horay and C. A. Bailey of Las
Angeles arrived in the city wet night
for a few days' visit. Mr. Horay and
Mr. Bailey are touring the country
and taking photographs of all the Interesting things they see in iheir trav-
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"DELICATE" POINT

California has a right to pass an alien
land bill. "
"No one" suggests that such a bill
should in its innermost describe the
Japanese, lt has been suggested that
such a law In California shall follow
the distinctions which are already an
unprotested part of the law and policy
The United
of the United States.
States has determined who are elig
ible to citizenship.
"The nation has solemnly decreed
that certain races, among whom are
the Japanese, are not eligible to citi
zenship. The line has been drawn not j
by California, but by the United
States. Discrimination, if it ever occurred, came and went when the nation declared who were and who were
not eligible to citizenship,.
"If California continues the line
marked out by the federal government
the United States and not California,
should be accused of discrimination.
"The constitution of California, sine?
1879, has said that, 'the presence of
foreigners, Ineligible to become citizens, la declared to be dangerous to
Ihe
of the State and the
legislature shall discourage their im
migration 'by all means within its
power.' The alien land law of the
state of Washington provides that
'any alien, except such as by the laws
of the United States are incapable of
becoming citizen of the United StateB,
may acquire and hold land, etc.,' The
state of Arizona, in 1912, enacted that
"no person not eligible to become a
citizen of the United States shall acquire title to any land or real property, etc. No protest was made against
this policy of the laws of tie United
States, nor against its adoption into
the law df Washington and Arizona.
If the legislature of California were
to determine on similar action, it
would be merely the declaration of our
constitution, the policy of the United
States government and the preced
ents of the last two states.
"We protest while we are merely
debating similar laws, against having
trained upon ns not only the verbal
batteries of Japan, but those of our
own country. The position that we
occupy at this moment Is not pleasdisand
aont to contemplate. Calmly
passionately we are discussing a law
admittedly within our province to enact. Objection is made by Japan an
forthwith it Is demanded that we
cease even discussion and upon US,
if we do not cease calm and dispassionate consideration of that which It
desired by a great portion of our people, and which we have- the legal and
well-bein-

MINISTER
FOREIGN
JAPANESE
TELLS OF RELATIONS WITH
UNITED STATES

Kobuski
Tokio, April 24. Baron
Makino, the Japanese foreign minister,
in addressing the congress of 66 Jap
anese chambers of commerce called
to discuss the California land owner
ship legislation, today told his hearerB

that the negotiations between Japan

and the United States had reached "a
most delicate point." He regretted
that he was unable to divulge the
,nrsfi of the negotiations, but he
hoped for a speedy and satisfactory
settlement. He emphasized the nec
C. A.
essity of coolness and urged that there
This ground also will be the scene be no war talk. The conference
of the Bpring field meet that will be cabled to President Wilson.
held on May 30. The field will' be
rolled and put in perfect shape1 for
California Has a Kick
this occasion. All the different stunts
ADril 24. A
flalif..
soovommitn
of the meet will be pulled off on the statement
Johnson set
Governor
by
grounds except the running events,
alien land
on
the
views
his
forth
and arrangements are Being made to ting
in the California legisla
controversy
have these on Sixth street. The day
ture and the forthcoming visit of Secbeing Deooratjon Day, the running
of State Bryan was issued from
will not conflict with business traf- retary
office this morning.
executive
the
fic. Both the High school and the
does not attempt
Johnson
Governor
New Mexico Normal University studlaw will be enthat
any
to
predict
ents are
'
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ADVERTISEMENT HELPS
A BEFUDDLED MEE'OliY
FREDERICK GORHAM, WHO FORGOT PAST LIFE, LED TO REMEMBER BY FLOUR "AD."

Denver, April ?4. Frederick , A.
Gorham, Jr., began today the task of
reconstructing In his recollection all
the years of his lite before he arrived
in Denver last Sunday... Gorham,
whose home is at Payette, Idaho, and
who is the son of a Michigan banker,
appealed to the police late Tuesday
night, telling them that he did not
know his own name ' or; anything
i . j
about his past 'life.
This morning, In the private hos-- 1

fsf

7J

American League.
At Philau&lphia: New York, 4; Phil,
adelphla, 0.
At Washington:
Washington, 6;
Boston. 0.
At Chicago: Chicago, 2; Detroit 1.
At Cleveland: Cleveland, 6; St
Louis, 2.

STANCmO
Club

CLUBS

OF

National League.
Won Lost

Pittsburg

..

r&,
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f
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.7uu
.700

Ml
.667
.500
.400
.125
.123

Pet
.857,

.750
.667
.533
.417
.385

.300
2,2

pital to which he was removed from

Instantly he remembered
th milling business and he told the num-- Joyfully
that he believed he would soon bare
the past "lined up."
Zt fiour.

that he had been

a

Never Tasted More
Delicious Coffee

v..

s

d

The Electric Coffee

Percolator

-

Company
j

Pet.

the county hospital yesterday, Gorham was reading a magazine when
his attention was attracted by an advertisement ft a we known brand

1011
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Chicago
4
2
Philadelphia
New York
6
3
4
4
Brooklyn
4
6
St Louis
'
1
Boston
7
Cincinnati
,
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American league.
Club
Won Lost
1
6
Washington
6
2
Philadelphia
8
Cleveland
4
.
7
6
Chicago
5
Detroit
T
5
8
St Louis
7
Boston
7
2
New York
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Los Angeles, Calif., April 24. Ortie
E. McManigal, the confessed dynamiter and chief witness against the
brothers, who has been a
prisoner here since April, 1911, will
be released within 30 days, according
to attaches of the district' attorneys
office. McManigal himself aaid today
that he had no information regarding
prospective liberty,' and' taain tamed
that when he turned state's evidence
against the MoNamara dynamite crew
he did bo to ease his conscience and
not for any consideration o'f Immunity.
McManigal, it Is understood, will be
given his liberty without restriction,
and he will make his way promptly to
some place where he will be unknown
to "start life over again."

d
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HIS REWARD

is just a suggestion as to the many delightful electrical cooking utensils that are intended for use on the dining tafcle en ?
that are possible only in .iLe electric-lightehome. Thi-- '
utensils and the electrically cjeraled
devlcs,!
operating at very low co;t have solved the tervant qatS. jj
,
in tfinny home,

I

t
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YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
National League.
At Cincinnati: Chicago, 5; CincinOUT OF PENITENTIARY nati, 5.
At Boston: Boston, 2; Brooklyn, 7.
At St. Louis: St Louis, 3; Pitts- ORTIE, WHO HELPED CONVICT burg, 1.
RECEIVE
McNAMARAS, WILL
At New York: New York, S; Phila-- .

H'HANIGAL TO BE LET

alcohol-heate-

pro-gra-

inu'inj uli' ii Ji'
j I 4ii tuMlifl .i.U Jl l,
'
I Jutui I.

National League
Cincinnati at St Louis; cloudy.
Brooklyn at Boston; clear.
Philadelphia at New York; clear.
American League
St. Louis at Chicago; cloudy.
Cleveland at Detrpit; clear.
New York at Philadelphia; clear.
Boston at Washington; clear.
Arrercan Association
'
Milwaukee at Columbus: clear.
Eansas City at Louisville; clear.
St. Paul at Toledo; clear
Minneapolis at Indianapolis; clear

decor-ativenes-

!!.

Yi'i
lilt )

;

'

than that brewed in the Electric Coffee Percolator." Nearly
every housewife knows the advantage of a percolator over
the
method of making coffee. But the electric
percolator adds so much in convenience, safety and
when used on the dining table, that it is vastiy
preferable to any stove or
percolator.

L

'

TODAY'S BASEBALL!

.

0J.

WO
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moral right to do, is placed the 'Odium
of bringing possible financial disaster
and even worse upon our nation. What
a situation for a great state and' a
great people?
"This question in all its various
froms is an old and familiar' one. The
only new thing about it is the hysteria which it seems to arouse when
California is the place in which it
comes up. My protest has been and
This
is against this discrimination.
state will not willingly do any thing
to which there could be just objec
tions, national or international, but
it does resist being singled out on
matters which pass unprotested when
they happen elsewhere."

g

:fii!h

TRUST CO.
$111,000
'rS'it.

Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Harris, President
Ivo Vf. Lively, Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

of a foreign power which has itself enacted even more stringent regulations
on the same subject? What of the
Admittedly
dignity of California?

reach

busy preparing for this meet,
which is the first outdoor meet that acted at this session barring Japanese
6r the subjects of any other nation, hof
has ever; been held in Las Vegas.
if so, what kind of a law it will be,
but
merely asserts there is not cause
WORKERS ARE DISAPPOINTED.
out California as the object
to
e
single
24.
Twenty-threPueblo, Colo., April
members of the Industrial of such unprecedented action by the
Workers of'" the World who attempt- authorities at Washington. He said
ed to enter Ihis city this morning at
"The suggestion of the president
11 o'clock, are now on the way to that the secretary of state visit Cali
Denver locked In a refrigerator car.
fornia for a conference on the pending
At Swal'iows, Colo., the refugees land bills was at once accepted by
from Grand Junction took possession both houses of the legislature and by
of a D. and R. G. freight train bound the governor and we will he glad to
'
for this city. Local police and rail- welcome Mr. Bryan on his arrival.
road detectives left here on a special While the legislature very properly
engine and intercepted the train. The maintained the right ot the state to
Workers were locked In the refriger- legislate on a matter clearly within its
ator car and it pulled through here jurisdiction, I am sure there is no diswithout a stop. The men had been position to encroach on the internatwo days without food and expected
tional functions of the federal governto be fed here by their agent, who
sensibiliment, or justly to wound the
was sent on in advance, but all they
nation.
ties of any
'
received was some: water from the
the
"My prolost has been against
railroad men. They were well sup- discrimination to "which' California
...
plied with, tobacco.
has been subjected in the assumption
The main body of the Workers and
that action which has been 'accepted
their leader are expected here towithout dpmrer wheh talunl y oth"
night, according to those wuo arrived er statos and by the nation is offentoday.
California.
sive, if even discussed by
"I am not predicting that the CaliTO DISCUSS MODERN DRAMA.
fornia legislature will take any action
Chicago, 111., April 24. The third
nor, if it does, foreannual convention of the Drama Lea- on this subject,
the terms of any law which
gue began at the Hotel LaSa'ile In this casting
I am merely defend
enacted.
be
city today and will continue until the may
to considCalifornia
of
the
rights
end of the week. The general subject Ing
advisdeem
if Its lEislator
selected for discussion is "Modern er proper,
is
which
a
law
clearly
enact
Tht)tttir Movements and Tendencies able, to
lt
within both i'- Iwal power and
in Drama,"
Appearing on the
of
lm-suld
baa
Much
for several addn8ss are Cos- moral right.
n
would
We
of
mo Hamilton, the I'lnliu!) dramatist; the dignity
of Jupan
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Mm. J 'liiui
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Capital

of patronage all along the line. Reports from the various places state
that the company is far bettes this
year than ever before. With a new
line of songs and melodies this company should give Las Vegas an entertainment of high class. D. E. Luther,
general secretary of me Los Angeles
T, M. C. A.,f says about the Wl'iliams
Jubilee Singers:
"Williams' Jubilee Singers gave
their unique entertainment, at Temple
auditorium, under the auspices of o"ur
association on Saturday evening,
March 25, which proved a great success In every way.
"The entertainment drew a large
house, and although the program was
long, they held the keenest attention
or the entire audience to the very last
number, and although there were 17
numbers on the program every one
drew an encore and some of them as
many as three or four.
"I want to say that I believe thiSi
entertainment proved to be the best
of any concert that we have ever giv.
en by our association."

A

f,

PEOPLES BANK

IT IS

ECONOMI-

.

SAFE.

f

IN EVERY PLACE THE WILLIAMS

LOTS ON THE CORNER OF SIXTH
AND MAIN ARE SECURED BY
THE ASSOCIATION.

The Y. M. C. A. has secured the lots
opposite the city hail on Sixth street
for a play ground for the junior, class
of the institution. On Saturday the
b'oys will all appear on the ground
with hoes and shovels and will clean
the lots thoroughly and remove all
weeds and waste material. This
ground makes an excellent field for
the boys to play on and is near the
"Y", so that they can run over and
take their baths before cooling off.
The gymnasium class will meet on
the lots during the coming summer
and thus be rid of the close atmosphere of the gymnasium at the Y. M.

and

HIT

mmwim

Tlief re
For farther Information See

In Denominations of $10, $20, $50 aad $100.
CAL, CONVENIENT

COMPANY APPEARS,
COMMENDED.

Checks'

We Issue Travelers

The Williams Jubilee Singers, wno
mos.
W. A. Powers, head chemist for the are to appear here on next Monday
Santa Fe Railway company, came In evening under the auspices of the Las
last night with his assistant, P. E. Vegas hospital, are receiving the best

a business visitor in Las Vegas to'
''
day;1
S. p. Cooper, an official of the Santa Fe Railway "company, came In from
Topeka last nlghtfor a short business
visit hero.
MRS.
and Mrs. A. Romero of Ribera came in last night
from their home for a few days' business visit in Las Vegas.
H. A. Rosenfeldt, representative for
the Stein Block Clothing company,
was a business visitor
of Chicago,
here yesterday afternoon.
BilhVWolfe, the well known repre- els.
sentative for the Kieth Brothers Hat
company, of Chicago, was a business
visitor at the local clothing stores to.

SGrsitelli

EXPECTED

yes-

-

,

SHOES

AgeoH

Father' A- Rabeyrolle left

Fe on a
terday morning for Santa
' '
elWrt business 'trip.
Mrs. Murray Carleton of Watrous
was a .vlsitor An the city yesterday
afternoon and today.
Mrs. J A. Pugh, Miss M. J. Pugh
and J. C. Pugh of Wagon Mound are
in the city for a few days' visit.
Vicqnten Martinez of La Liendre
was a business visitor nere iouay. mi.
Martinet , is a well known rancher.
C I). sTijack, & 'former mesa farmer
but at present located at Mora, was

however, and descrimlnate between ordinary shoes and the

Hoffman

f

days.
Rev.

rR!i!S

'.iiHii.

J

Ed Borgalt of Sapello was a visitor
in the city today from his ranch.
N. B. Hines, of this ctiy is a business visitor In Santa Fe for a few

'

Mr. and Mrs.' H. C. Tickman of
Boston came in this afternoon for a
few days' viBit in the city.
Mrs. E. R. Collins ot Los Angeles 18
in the city and is the guest of Mrs.
R. Flint. Mrs. Collins will remain
here for a few daya.
Mrs. T. W. Gerrard1 returned this
afternoon from El Paso, Texas, where
she has been for the past few montns
visiting her daughter, Mrs. CrcSckett.
Mrs. A. Primo left this afternoon
for New York City where she will
visit her daughter. Mrs. Primo is the
mother of Mrs. J. D. Hand of Los Ala-
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Confidence is the

Companion of

APRIL

24, 1913.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
In the probate court, San Miguel
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estates of Jose
Miguel Medran, Encarnaclon G. do
Medran, deceased. No. 1.
To, Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
final report of the administrators in

the above entitled estates has been
filed In said court, and the 19th day
of May, A. D. 1913, has been set
by the court for the hearing of objections to the same and the final
settlement of said estate.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court this 15th day of April, A.
D. 1913.

T5he

Bhe

OPTIC

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

i

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

CHAPMAN

A

COLUMN
RATES

LOBBY

FOR CLASSIFIED

W. M.,

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk Probate Court.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

oV

EL

DORADO

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially In
vited. Win. P. Mills,
H, S .Van Petten, Secretary.
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it'OfiA
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i

1

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS

OF PY--

Meets

TH,AS

eT- -

Monday even.
lng in Cartle Hall.
ei--

yVlKj
V,"f

it

VIBUlnS

Knignis

tre cordially
ed.

Chas.

invit- -

Liebach-aer- ,

Chancellor
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Commander. Harry
Five cents per line Men insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Estimate tlx ordinary worde to a line.
conclave sc. d Tuea-I- n Seal.
No ad to occupy less space than two
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
each month at Malines. All advertls mente charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ami
will be booked at space actually tot,
KlakeL EJ. C; Chaa. Tamme,
Notice is hereby given to whom without
fourth Thursday evening eae)
regard to number of words
'
it may concern that Rosalie Rogers, Cash In advance
month at W. O W. Hall. VlilOn
preferred.
the undersigned, was appointed on
brothers cordially Invited. Dr.
the 7th day of April, A. D. 1913, ExeW. Houf, Dictator;
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
j. ThortiU
cutrix of the Last Will and TestaAL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
Secretary.
ment of Ellen G. White, deceased,
vocation first Monday In
and all persons having claims against
each month at Masonic
the estate of said Ellen G. White,
LOCAL TIME CARD
Temple at 7:80 p. m. H.
deceased, will present fc. i same withB. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
in the time prescribed by law.
Blood, Secretary,
EAST BOUND
ROSALIE ROGERS,
Arrive
Bepari
Executrix.
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. No. 2
9:10 p. m
:15 n.
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
S. Meets first and tnirJ Fridays No. 4
11:05 p. m.
11:35 p. m
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, No. 8
2:05 a. m
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
2:10 a.
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Ma- No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
Of Josephine Rawlins, deceased.
2:10 p.
tron; Mrt. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
State of New Mexico, County of
WEST BOUND
San Miguel.
Telephone Main 329.
WANTED Position on boarding car
1
No.
1:20 p. m
Office of the probate clerk, County
1:45 p. a
or ranch. Apply H., Optic.
of San Miguel, N. M.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 3.... 6:10 a. m..... 6:15 a. m
To all whom it may concern, greet102 Meea every Monday
4:30 p.
night at No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m..... 7:00 p. m
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at No. 9
ing:
You are hereby notified that the
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
19th day of May A. D. 1913, has been FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
ATTOUNEYS
fixed by the honorable probate court,
511 Ninth street.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
in and for the county and state aforeC. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER A HUNKER
said, as the day to prove the last will FOR RENT Sunny front room, on
H. Hunker Chester A. Huei
George
and testament of said Josephine Raw.
street car line. Call Optic.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Attorneys-at-LayUna, deceased.
Meet in the Forest of brotherly Las Vegas.
New Mem.
In testimony whereof, I have here- FOR RENT
Two
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
housekeeping
unto set my hand and affixed the
rooms. 414 Seventh street
on the second and fourth Fridays
seal of the probate court this 1st day
DEMISTS
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
of April A. D. 1913.
FOR
RENT Two-rooG.
Clerk.
Consul;
furnished
Stewart,
Laemmle,
LORENZO DELGADO, '
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
house, 921 Lincoln.
Visiting members are especially
Court.
of
Probate
Clerk
Crockett Building. '
(Seal)
welcome and cordially tnvtted.
Office Telephone
Mala lu
House Telephone
Main Ut
Reg-Oul-

CON-CER-

S uccess
When you go shopping you
are. always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.

r

Wanted

For Rent

The merchant who wants your

confidence is the merchant who
strives to keep it. He is building his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot afford to disappoint you.

Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they 'merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.

v

For Sale

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
WIDELY USED
is FOR SALE Brand new pillows and " I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Chamberlain's Coufh Remedy
one of the most widely used medicomforters, never been used. Also Tuesday of the month in the vestry
cines in the market. It is as popular
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
fine, iron frame, woven wire spring
in Canada, Australia and South Afri
cot. Inquire Plaza Hotel.
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
ca as at home. This Is because it
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
"makes goctd." You can always dePresident; Charles Greenelay, Sec
pend upon it when you have a cough 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
or cold. For sale by all dealers.
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevf rotary.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
There !s no case on record of a
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
cough, cold or la grippe developing
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
or con FOR SALE No. 6 Remington type
into bronchitis, pneumonia
writer, $15; No. 4, Underwood $40;
sumption after Foley'B Honey and Tar
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Compound has been taken. The gen
No. 5 Underwood, $45. J. N. Kin
Pioneer building.
Visiting memulne Is in a yellow package. Refuse
ney, 603 Lincoln.
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.
Cross Drug Co.
FOR SALE At a bargain, two Philo
chicken coops, one thoroughbred
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Rhode Island Red rooster, one
1w
Meets every Monday evening at
N
RRIMk
child's
Wash-ingtoenamel
422
iron
bed.
LadUnt Ask yoor Drupe At for
their
hall on Sixth street AH vteitr
erFsiltttiioiid It rand
i
avenue.
rills in Red tnd tiold metalliA

CHICHESTER S PILLS
I

boxes,
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sealed

with
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get to know all these good
stores and their splendid offerings read the advertisements
every night in
To

s

ing

something
do any
'd
you
way when you
learn how Much p
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Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOII THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
..V
ROGERS &.
SONS' A A
STANDARD
EV1PRESS

SILVER
PLATE

.

BEAUTIFUL
(STCR-LIM-

FINISH

i

Outfit free.

J.

S.

Zieg-le- r

Co., Chicago.

--

1

'TRAGIC Story of America's Greatest Disaster," flood, wind. and fire,
the biggest money maker agents
ever had. $15.00 dally if you start
now. Large $1.00 book,. 100 illus-

trations.

giving you
a present for do-

A:

Miscellaneous

FLOUR

fLOUR realfy

1

hotel.

f you use

Z?eer EMPRESS

TPh H"p

FOR SALE High grade Schubert piano with orchestra attachment. A
bargain for quick sale. Call Plaza

EMPRESS

It

FARMERS, horsemen and ranchers
take notice. Revoleer, No. 45622,
is a standard bred stallion, is one
of the finest specimens of the trotter to be found in the west, with
plenty of size, Btyle and action, and
a splendid breeder. Revoleer will
make FrldayB and Saturdays of
each week during the season at Las
Vegas; barn near O'Byrne's coal
office, Twelfth and Lincoln avenue.

Burr Faunce, Manager.
STRAIGHT

AT IT

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That

Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely de
range the whole system when enter
Ing It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable
physicians, as the damage they will
do is ten fold to the good you can
possibly derive from tnem. Hall's Ca
turrb Cure, manufactured by V. i
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., contain'
no mercury, and Is taken internally
soling d!rclv upon (he blood and
of the sy!em,
mu'DUd KUrfHCCi
q
buying Hairs Catarrh Cure be unit
H U tnknn In
yi.ii i.i i'.k ymiillnit.
niiiiiy ii 4 ui(i(i In TnUiii), ni.lo, by
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Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massge, Manicure.
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1.30 p. m. to 2:30 p. m.

'u

I,

ii u

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Tourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. Glv. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted RulerV D. W. Condon, Secretary.

J'um!))
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for

i.i mi

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

lard wood Finishing, Paper Hanglsi
and Glaslng.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
Old Tows
test 8ide Plaza

....

RETAIL PRICES

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 ba, Each Dellve.y
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each delivery
50 lbs. to
200 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs. Fach Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

AGUA PURA

.......

20c per 100
25c per 1M
30c p'r 100
40c per 108
60e per 188

lbs.
Ike.

lb
lbs.

Iba

COMPANY"

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity asa
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified adi. search out the people to whom among, ali
those who MIGHT BUT the particular thing is worth most

r

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST io someose
who reads the ads, in this newspaper and would sever
bear et

wre advertised nere.

your property unless it

rd

ads. in this newsysrer
and ans
Others, who
are auilous U pay Mali fur) buoks, suUiiiiobllba, used
nd fiiiiiitnra, articlMi of
uliKjim ot my ton, aiid

kf

As liiu cUaaifloO

l HttiV

AHO

i
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CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

B.

liii)i,K!i,

fi

I

HUXMANN

a

lng brethren cordially invited to Afr
tend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgeock, cemetery trustee.

FOR SALE An Ernest Kabler piano,
good condition, cheap. Apply
at
this office.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-

B.

.

Ribbon.

For YOU!

F.

Dentist
Dental work of any description
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main !
' East Las
Vegas, Nt M.

n

a

Tnk no other. Buy of your
DrnirirtNt, Askfor'llM'IlVs.T
lIAMON 1(KAM IMLLS. for Sft
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

DR.
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men
and i were nTucii aiiRe--;
he looked up swiftly to catch a look
"Don't, don't!" cried Mrs. Gregory of comprehension by surprise, if such
a look were there.
precipitately. "Fran!"
Grace smiled coolly. "But hardly
"Bravo!" shouted Simon Jet'crson.
"Encore!"
identical, I presume. Don't you see
Fran widened her fingers to push that Fran has invented her whole
down the rebellious dress. "If I don't story, and that she didn't have enough
put leads on me," she said with con- imagination to keep from copying
trition, "I'll be floating away. When after your biographical sketch in the
I feel good, I always want to do somenewspaper? I don't believe she is
thing wrong it's awfully dangerous your friend's daughter. I don't befo? a person to feel good, I guess.' Mrs. lieve you could ever have liked the
Gi'egory, you say I can belong to you father of a girl like Fran that he
when I think about that, I want to could have been your inUmate friend."
dance.
I guess you "hardly
"Well" faltered Gregory. But why
know what it means for Fran to be- should he defend Fran?
"Mr. Gregory," she asked, as if what
long to a person. You're going to find
out. Come on," she shouted to Mrs. she was about to say belonged to what
had gone before, "would it greatly inJefferson, without using th trumpet
always a subtle compliment to those convenience you for me to leave your
' "I mustn't wheel employment?"
nearly stone-deaHe was electrified. "Grace! Inconmyself about, so I'm going to wheel
venience me! would you could . . ."
you."
"I have not decided not yet.
As she passed with her charge into
the garden, her mind was busy with Speaking of being yoked with unbethoughts of Grace Noir. Belonging to lievers I have never told you that Mr.
Mrs. Gregory naturally suggested get- Robert Clinton has wanted me to marting rid of the secretary. It would ry him. As long as he was outside of
be exceedingly difficult.
"But two the church, of course it was impos"
months ought to settle her," Fran sible. But now that he is converted
"Grace!" groaned the pallid listener.
mused.
"He would liks me to go with him
In the meantime, Grace Noir and
Gregory sat in the library, silently to Chicago."
"But you couldn't love Bob Clinton
turning out an immense amount of
he isn't worthy of you, Grace. It's
work, feeding the hungry and consolknows I've had
ing the weak .with stroke of pen and impossible. Heaven
disappointments enough " He startclick of typewriter.
"About this case, number one hun ed up and came toward her, his eyes
"Will you make my life a
"
Grace said, looking glowing.
dred
up from her work as copyist, "the complete failure, after all?"
"Love him?" Grace repeated calmly.
girl whose father wouldn't acknowl"This
is merely a question of doing
her
edge
"Write to the matron to give her the most good. I know nothing about
love."
good clothing and good schooling." He
"Then let me teach you, Grace,
spoke softly. There prevailed an aton
of
subtle
tenderness;
mosphere
"Shall we not discuss it?" she said
this island the library blossomed
love of mankind and devotion to lofty gently., "That is best, I think. If I deideals.
These two mariners found cide to marry Mr. Clinton, I will tell
themselves ever surrounded by a sea you even before I tell him. I don't
of indifference; there was not a sail know what I shall choose as my best
in sight. "It is a sad case," he mur- course."
"But, Grace! What could I
mured.
"You think number one hundred
"Shall we just agree to say no more
forty-thre- e
a sad case?" she repeated,
about it?" she softly interposed. "That
always, when possible, building her
next step out of the material furnished is wisest until my decision is made.
We were talking about Fran do you
by her companion. "But suppose she
is an impostor. He says she's not his think this a good opportunity for Mrs.
to attend services? Fran can
daughter, this number one hutidred Gregory
with Mrs. Jefferson."
forty-threMaybe she isn't. Would stay
"I have no doubt," he said, still agiyou call her conduct sad?"
"that my wife would find it easy
tated,
in
took
Gregory
exquisite pleasure
to church, if she really
to
arguing with Grace, because her se- enough to go
go."
rene assumption of being in the right wanted
"Mr. Gregory!" she reproved him.
gave to her beautiful face a touch of
"Well," he cried, somewhat defiantthe angelic. "I should call it imposly, "don't you think she could go, if
sible."
to?"
"Impossible? Do you think it's im- she wanted
Grace answered
slowly,
"Well,"
possible that Fran's deceiving you?
How can you know that she is the "this girl will leave her without any
any excuse."
daughter of your friend?"
"Oh, Miss Grace, if my wife were
He grew pale. Oh, If he could have
denied Fran if ha could have joined only like you I mean, about going
to church!"
Grace In declaring her an Impostor!
"I consider It," she responded, "the
But she possessed proofs so irrefutable
that safety lay in admitting her claim, most important thing in the world."
Her emphatic tone, proved her sinlest she prove more than he had
admitted. "I know it, absolute- cerity. The church on Walnut street
for her, as the ark; those who
ly. She is the daughter of one who stood,
was my most my most Intimate remained outside, at the call of the
bell, were in danger of enpulfment.
friend"
After a Ions sMence, Grace looked
Grace repeated with delicate reup from her typewriter. "Mr. Gregproof "Your intimate friend!"
she said pausingly, "you are un
"I know it was wrong for him to de- ory,"
happy."
sert his wife."
Nothing could have been sweeter to
"Wrong!" How inadequate seemed ;im than her sympathy, except happi-lesthat word from her pure Hps!
itself. "Yes," he admitted, with
"But," he faltered, "we must make a great sigh, "I am very
unhappy, but
allowances.
My friend married Fran's you understand me, and that is a little
mother in secret because she was ut- comfort.
If you should marry Bob
terly worldly frivolous a butterfly. Clinton Grace, tell me you'll not
Her own uncle was unable to control think of it
again."
her to make her go to church. Soon
"And you are unhappy," said Grace,
after the marriage he found out his
steadfastly ruling Bob Clinton out of
mistake it broke his heart, the trag- the
discussion, "on account of Fran."
of
it. I don't excuse him for goedy
He burst forth impulsively
"Ever
"
,
ing away to Europe
since she came to town!" He checked
"1 am glad you don't He was no
himself.
"But I owe it to
true man, but a weakling. I am glad to shelter her. She wants tomy friend
stay and
I have never been thrown with such
and she'll have to, if she demands
a a degenerate."
It,"
"But, Miss Grace," he urged plead"Do you owe more to your dead
"do
think
when
you
ingly,
my friend,
Grace asked, with passionate
he went back to find her and She was friend,"
"than to the living God?"
solemnity,
gone do you think he should have
He shrank back. "But I can't send
kept on hunting? Do you think, Grace, her away," he
persisted in nervous
that he should have remained yoked haste.
"I can't. But heaven bless you,
to an unbeliever, after he realized his
Grace, for your dear thought of me."
folly?"
"You will bless me with more rea- There was heavenly compassion in
son," said Grace softly, "when Fran
hpr eyes, for suddenly she had di- decides
to go away. She'll tire of this
vined his purpose in defending Fran's
house I promise it. She'll go just
father. I'a was thinking of his own wait!
as unceremoniously
she'll
wife, and of his wife's mother and as she came. go,
Leave it to me, Mr. Gregbrother how they hiid ceased to show
ory." In her earnestness she started
sympathy in what he regarded as the up, and then, as if to conceal her
life.
essentials of
Her silence suggestshe walked swiftly"
ed that as she could not speak without growing resolution,
to the window as if to hold her manucasting reflection upon Mrs. Gregory,
to the light. Gregory followed
she would say nothing, and this tact script
her.
was grateful to his grieved heart.
"If she would only go!" he groaned.
"I have been thinking of something
Do you think you could?
"Grace!
very strange," Grace said, with a
marked effort to avoid the issue lest Yes, I will leave everything to you."
"She'll go," Grace repeated fixedly.
she commit the indiscretion of blamThe window at which they stood
ing her employer's wife. "I remember having heard you say that when overlooked the garden into which Fran
wheeled old Mrs. Jefferson.
you were a young man, you left your had
Fran, speaking through the
father's home to live with a cousin in
with as much caution as deafa distant town who happened to be a
teacher in a college, and that you were ness would tolerate, "said, "Dear old
look up at the library window,
graduated from his college. Don't you lady,
think it marvelous, this claim of Fran, if you please, for the muezzin has
to call to prayers."
tvlio says that her father, when a climbed his minaret
Very little of this reached its destiyoung man, went to live with a cousin
who was a college professor, and that nation muezzin was in great danger
he was graduated from that college? of complicating matters, but the old
And she says that her father's father lady caught "library window," and held
it securely. She looked up. Hamwas a rich man Just as yours was
and that the cousin is dead just as ilton Gregory and Grace Noir were
standing" at tho tower window, to
yours is,"
At thea piercing words, Gregory catch the lust rays of tho sun. The
bowed tils head to toiiiciil his agita- flag Of truce between thera was only
of manuscript.
a typewritten
tion, Could it he possible Unit fche
Imd Ki'b,3-all and yet,, In split) of all, Grace held llm paper oblhjuidy toward
d n, !,! and,
west ; Hamilton
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3LLTJSTKATIONS

(COPYCIGHT
eOBBS-MEBRU-

CHAPTER I Fran arrives t Hamilton
Gregory's home In Uttleburg, but finds
him absent conducting the choir t a
camp meeting.
CHAPTER II She repairs thither in
eearch of him, laughs during the service
and Is asked to leave.
CHAPTER
Ashton. superintendent of schools, escorts Fran from
the tent. He tells her Gregory Is a
wealthy man, deeply interested in charity
work, and is a pillar of the church. Ashton becomes greatly
interested in Fran
nd, while taking leave of her. holds her
hand and is
seen hv Snpphira Clinton,
isler of Robert Clinton, chairman of the
chool board.
CHAPTER IV Fran tells
she
wants a home with him. Gregory
Grace Noir,
Gregory's private secretary, takes a violent dislike to Fran and advises her to go
d
away at once. Fran hints at a
secret, and Gregory, In agitation,
asks Grace to leave the room.
CHAPTER V Fran relates a story of
how Gregory married a young girl at
Springfield while attending college and
then deserted her. Fran Is the child of
that marriage. Gregory had married his
present wife three years before the death
of Fran's mother.
ran
finds Mrs. GregCHAPTER
ory a sweet, sincere woman and takes a
liltlne to her.
Ill-Ab- bott

twenty-year-ol-

VI-F-

(Continued from Yesterday)
CHAPTER

1912
CO.)

J.

"Fran!" ua. "Gregory eseiirii.
gazing helplessly at the girl witu
something of a child's awe inspired by
venerable years. It was a pathetic appeal to a spirit altogether beyond her
comprehension.
Fran's quick eye caught the expression of baffled reaching-forth- ,
of uncertain striving after sympathetic understanding. "You darling lady!" she
cried, clasping her hands to keep her
arms from flying about the other's
neck, "don't you be troubled about me.
Bless your heart, I can take care of
myself and you, too! Do you think
I'd add a straw to your . . . Now
you hear me: if you wSt to do it, Just
put me in long trains with Pullman
sleepers, i'or 111 do whatever you say.
If you want to show people how tame
I am, just hold up your hand, and I'll
;rawl into my cage."
The laughter of Mrs. Gregory sounded wholesome and
d
the
child was so deliciously ridiculous.
"Come, then," she cried, with a lightness she had not felt for months,
"come, crawl into your cage!" And
she opened her arms.
With a flash of her lithe body, Fran
was in her cage, and, for a time, restr
ed there, while the fire in her dark
eyes burned tears to all sorts of rain- deep-throate-

VIII.

War Declared.
Tho April morning was brimming
with golden sunshine when Fran
looked from the window of her second-stor- y
room. Eager for the first morning's view of her new home, she stared

at the

cottages across the
street, standing back in picket-fenceyards with screens of trees before
their window-eyes- .
They showed only
as bits of weather-boardinor gleamof glass, peeping
ing fragments
through the boughs. She thought everything homelike, neighborly. These
houses seemed to her closer to the
earth than those of New York, or, at
any rate, closer in the sense of brotherhood. She drew a deep breath of
pungent April essence and murmured:
"What a world to live In!"
Fran had spoken in all sincerity
In declaring that she wanted nothing
but a home; and when she went down
to breakfast it was with the expectation that every member of the family
would pursue his accustomed routine,
undeflected by her presence. She was
willing that they should remain what
they were, just s,s she expected to
continue without change; however,
not many days passed before she found
herself seeking to modify her surroundings. If a strange mouse be imprisoned in a cage of mice, those already inured to captivity will seek to
destroy the
Fran, suddenly thrust into the bosom of a family
already fixed in their modes of thought
and action, .found adjustment exceedd

"It Pleases Others, and It Doesn't
Hurt Me."

bow colors. It seemed to her that of
all the people in the world, Mrs. Gregory was the last to hold her in affec-

tionate embrace. She cried out with a
sob, as if in answer to her dark misgivings "Oh, but I want to belong to
somebody!"
"You shall belong to me!" exclaimed Mrs. Gregory, folding her
closer.
"To you?" Fran sobbed, overcome
by the wonder of it. "To you, dear
heart?" With a desperate effort she
crowded back intruding thoughts, and
ingly difficult.
grew calm. Looking over her shoulShe did not care to mingle with the der at Simon Jefferson "No more
people of the village which was for- short dresses, Mr. Simon," she called,
tunate, since her laughing in the tent "you know your heart mustn't be exhad scandalized the neighborhood; she cited."
would have been content never to
"Fran!" gasped Mrs. Gregory In discross the boundaries of the homestead,
may, "hush!"
had it not been for Abbott Ashton.
But Simon Jefferson beamed with
It was because of him that she acqui- pleasure at the girl's artless way3. He
esced in the general plan to send her knew what was bad for his heart, and
to school. It was on the fifth day of Fran wasn't. Her smiles made him
her stay, following her startling admis- feel himself a monopolist in sunshine.
sion that she had never been to school
a day in her life, that unanimous opinion was fused into expressed comnew-come-

mand
"You must go to school!"
Fran thought of the young superintendent, and said she was willing.
When Mr. Gregory and the secretary
had retired to the library for the day's
work, IIr3. Gregory told Fran, "I real-

m

0k

ly think, dear, that your dresses are
much too short. You are small, but
your face and manners and even your
voice, sometimes, seem old quite
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"Love Him? This Is, Merely a Question of Doing the Most Good."
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"It BtQnt3d that, just ffieu the came
Grace Noir was a sort of talisman
opening to the young man's vision the
interior of wonderful treasure-caves- ;
it was like crying "Sesame!" to the
very rocks, for though he was not
in love with Gregory's secretary, he
fancied the day of fate was not far

'

said hSlfalotiTl.' ""Ana 'now tna'i Yne
inside play Is over, I guess it's time
for old Ham to be doing something."
Mrs. Jefferson gripped tbe arms of
her wheel-chai- r
and resumed her tale,
as if she had not been Interrupted. It
was of no Interest as a story, yet possessed a senUmental value from the
fact that all the characters save tbe
raconteur were dead, and possibly all
but her forgotten. Fran loved to hear
the old lady evoke the shades of long
ago, shades who would never again
assume even the palest manifestation
to mortals, when this old lady had
gone to join them.
Usually Fran brought her back,
with gentle band, but today she divined subterfuge; the tale was meant
to hide Mrs. Jefferson's real feelings.
Fran ventured through the trumpet:
"I wish there was a
on this place, instead of a woman.
And let me tell you one thing, dear
old soldier there's going to be a fight
put up on these grounds. I guess you
ought to stay out of It. But either
I or the secretary has got to git."
Fran was not unmindful of grammar, even of rhetoric, on occasion.
She knew there was no such word as
"git," but she was seeking to symbolize her Idea in sound. As she closed
her teeth, each little pearl meeting a
pearly rival, her "git" had something
of the force of physical ejectment.
Behind large spectacle lenses,
sparks flashed from Mrs. Jeffersonls
eyes. She sniffed battle. But her
tightly compressed Hps showed that
she lacked both Fran's teeth and
Fran's intrepidity. One steps cautiously at seventy-odd- .
Fran comprehended. The old lady
must not let it be suspected that she

nn:x

...

ahead.
He had no time to seek fair and romantic ladies. Five years ago, Grace
Noir had come from Chicago as if to

spare him the trouble of a search.
Fate seemed to thrust her between
his eyes and the pages of his textbooks. Abbott never felt so unworthy
as when in her presence; an unerring
instinct seemed to have provided her
with an absolute standard of right and
w rong, and she was so
invariably right
that no human affection was worthy of
her unless refined seven times. Within
himself, Abbott discovered dross.
"Try to be a good girl, Fran," he
counseled. "Be good, and your association with Miss Noir will prove the
happiest experience of your life."
"Be good," she returned mockingly,
"and you will be Miss Noir." Then
she twisted her mouth. "She makes
me feel like tearing up things. I don't
like her.
I hoped you'd be on my
side."
He came down the steps gravely.

y

f,

forty-three,-

..."

"She is my friend."
"I'm a good deal like you," Fran
declared, following. "I can like most
anything and anybody; but I can't go
that far. Well, I don't like Miss Noir
and she doesn't like me isn't that

fair?"
"Examine yourself," he advised,
"and find out what it is in you that she
doesn't like; then get rid of what you
find."

"Huh!" Fran exclaimed, "I'm going
to get rid of her, all right."
He saw the old elfish smile now
when he least wanted to see it, for it
threatened the secretary, mocked the

let"

grave superintendent, and asserted the
girl's right to like whom she pleased.
and loyalty to Grace hast
ened Abbott's departure, leaving the
spirit of mockery to escape the janitor's broom as best it might.
Fran escaped, recognizing defeat;
but on her homeward way, she was
already preparing herself for the next
move. So intent was she In estimating the forces of both sides, that she
gave no heed to the watchful faces
at cottage windows, she did not recognize the infrequent passers-by- ,
nor observe the occasional buggies that
creaked along the rutted road. WTith
Grace stood, of course, Hamilton Gregory; and. Judging from Bob Clinton's
regular visits, and his particular attentions to Grace, Fran classed him also
as a victim of the enemy. It now
seemed that Abbott Ashton followed
the flag Noir; and behind these three
leaders, massed the congregation of
Walnut Street church, and presumably
the town of Littleburg.
Fran could count for her support an
aid bachelor with a weak heart, and an
old lady with an
The odds
were terribly gainst hej..
The first light skirmish between
Fran and Grace took place on Sunday.
All the Gregory household were at
late breakfast. Sunday-schoo- l
bells
were ringing their first rail anj iho.o
was not a cloud in the heavens as big
as a man's hand, to furnish excuse for
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"Bring on Your Dragons,"

tidiit-.lilji-

was aware of Gregory's need of cotton
in straining ears, such as had saved
Ulysses from siren voices. The pretense of observing no danger kept the
fine old face uncommonly
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''Little girls shouldn't fight," was
her discreet rejoinder. Then leaning
over the wheel, she advanced her
snow-whithead to the head of
"Better not stir up dragons."
Fran threw back her head and
laughed defiantly. "Bring on your
dragons," she cried boastfully. "There's
not one of 'em I'm afraid of." She
extended one leg and stretched forth
her arm. "I'll say to the Dragon,
'Stand up' and she'll stand; I'll say
'Lie down' and down she'll lie. I'll
say 'Git' and she'll" Fran waved
her dragon to annihilation.
"Goodness," the old lady exclaimed,
getting nothing of this except the pantomime; that, however, was eloquent.
She recalled the picture of David in
her girlhood's Sunday-schoo- l
book.
"Are you defying the Man of Gath?"
She broke into a delicious smile which
seemed to flood the wrinkles of her
face with the sunshine of many dear
old
years.
Fran smote her forehead. "I have
a few pebbles here," she called
through the trumpet.
Mrs. Jefferson grasped the other's
thin arm, and said, with zestful energy, "Let her have 'em, David, let her
coal-blac-

e

easy-goin-

Tho secretary fired the first shot.
Apropos of nothing that had gone before, but as if it were an Integral part
of the conversation, she offered "And,
Mrs. Gregory, it is so nice that you
can go to church now, since, if Fran
doesn't want to go, herself "
"Which she doesn't, herself," Fran
Interjected.
"So I presumed," Grace remarked
significantly. "Mrs. Gregory, Fran
can stay with your mother since she
doesn't care for church and you can
attend services as you did when I first
came to Littleburg."
"I am sure," Mrs. Gregory said quietly, "that it would be much better
for Fran to go to church. She ought
to go I don't like to think of her staying away from the services and my
duty is with mother."
Grace said nothing, but the expression of her mouth seemed to cry aloud.
Duty, indeed! What did Mrs. Gregory
know about duty, neglecting the God
who had made her, to stay with an old

g

haw 'oti!"

CHAPTER

I

IX

Skirmishing.
Fran made no delay in planning her
campaign against Grace Noir. Now
that her position in Hamilton Gregory's household was assured, she resolved to seek support from Abbott
Ashton. That is why, one afternoon,
Abbott met her in the lower hall of
the public school, after the other pupils had gone, and supposed he was
meeting her by accident.
"Good evening. Nonpareil," he said,
pleased that her name should have
coma to him at once. His attentive
look found her different from the night
of their meeting; she had lost her elfish smile and with it the romance of
the unknown and unexpected. Was it
because, at half-pas- t
four, one's charm
is at lowest ebb? The janitor was
sweeping down the hall stairs. The
very air was filled with dusty realism
Fran was no longer pretty; he had
thought
"Then you haven't forgotten me,"
murmured Fran.
"No," he answered, proud of the
fact "You have made your horns
with Mr. Gregory. You ere in Miss
.
Bull's
I knew Mr. Gregory
would befriend you he's one of tho
best men living. You should be very
happy there."
"No," said Finn. shukhiK her head
decidedly, "iiut happy."
ili) was rather find tlw jnuitor wag
swwjdtig I hem o.it ,f tij hfiucti, "ya
lilHHt Hud il
prelly ),t,id," ), I iiili! kitij,

lady who ought to be wheeled to
church! Mrs. Gregory was willing for
her husband to fight his Christian
warfare alone. But alone? No! not
while Grace could go with him.
Gregory coldly addressed Fran:
"Then, will you go to church?" It
was as If he complained, "Since my
wife won't "
"I might laugh," said Fran "I don't

understand religion."
Grace felt her purest ideals insulted.
She rose, a little pale, but without
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"Miss Grace!" Hamilton Greeory exclaimed, disturbed. That she shotii i
be driven from his table by an Insult
to their religion was intolerable. "Mls
Grace forgive her."
Mrs. Gregory was pale, for she, too,
had felt the blow. "Franl" she exclaimed repioachfully.
Old Mrs. Jefferson stared from tb.9
girl seated at the table to the erect
secretary, and her eyes kindled with
admiration. Had Fran commanded the
"dragon" to "stand?"
Simon Jefferson held his head closu
to his plate, as if hoping tho storm
might pass over his head.
"Don't go away!" Fran cried, overcome at sight of Mrs. Gregory's distress. "Sit down, Miss Noir. Let m
be the one to leave the room, since it
isn't big enough for both of us." Sh
darted up, and ran to the head of the
table.
Mrs. Gregory buried her face in her
hands.
"Don't you bother about me," Fraa
coaxed; "to think of giving you pain,
dear lady! I wouldn't hurt you for
anything In the world, and the person who would isn't worthy of beingr
touched by my foot," and Fraa
stamped her foot "If it'll make you.
a mite happier, I'll go to church, and
Sunday-schooand prayer meeting,
and the young people's society, and the
Ladies' Aid, and the missionary society, and the choir practice, and, the
night service and and" She darted
from the room.
Grace .looked at Gregory, seeming
to ask him if, after this outrageous behavior, he would suffer Fran to dwell
under his roof. Of course, Mrs. Gregory did not count; Grace made no attempt to understand this woman who,
while seemingly of a yielding nature
could show such hardness, such a fixed
purpose in separating herself from her
husband's spiritual adventures.
It
made Grace feel so sorry for the husband that she quietly resumed her
place at the table.
Grace was now more than ever rer
solved that she would drive Fran,
away it had become a religious duty.
How could it be accomplished? The;
way was already prepared; tho secre-- i
tary was convinced that Fran xraa aci)
impostor. It was merely needful to;
prove that the girl was not the daughter of Gregory's dead friend. Gracei
would have to delve Into the past, possibly visit the scenes of Gregory's
youth but it would pay. She looked
at her employer with, an air suggest--;
ing protection.
Gregory's' face relaxed on fin din g
himself once more near her. Fortunately for bis peace of mind, he could
not read the purpose hidden behind
those beautiful eyes.
"I wonder," Simon Jefferson growled,
"why somebody doesn't badger me to
go to church!"
Indignant because
Fran had fled the pleasing fields of
his Interested vision, he paused, as
if to invite antagonism; but all avoid"
ed the anticlimax.
He announced, "This talk has excited me. If we can't live and let live.
I'll go and take my meals at Mis
Sapphira Clinton's."
j,
.t.
j 4.. answer hitn
l,

nt

even Grace. He marched into ttie garden where PVan sat huddled upon a
rustic bench. "I was just saying,"'
Simon told her ingratiatingly, "th;;t if
all this o over religion isn't put a
stop to, I'll take my meals at the Clinto-d-

tons'!"

Fran looked up at him without moving her chin from her palms, and asked;
as she tried, apparently, to tie her
feet into a knot, "Isn't that wher
Abbott Ashton boards?"
"Do you mean Professor Ashton?
he returned, with subUe reproof.
Fran, still dejected, nodded careless
ly. "We're both after the same man.
Simon lit the pipe which his physi
cian had warned him was bad for his
heart. "Yes, Professor Ashton boards
at the Clintons'."
'Must be awfully jolly at the Clin
tons'," Fran said wistfully.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
No matter how long you suffered,
or what other remedies have failed to
cure, Foley Kidney Pills will surely
help you. They are genuinely tonic,

strencthening and curative, build up
the kidDeys and restore their regular
action.
John Velhert, Foster, Calif.,
says: "I suffered many years with
kidney trouble and could never get re-lief until I tried Foley Kidney Pills
which effected a complete cure." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
,

Sour Stomach
This i a mild form of indlsocstlou.
Eat slowly, masticate your food thoroughly and take one of Chamberlain'
Tablets Just after supper and it maybe avoided. For sale by ail dfc&lws.
for
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This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
fails to cure your cough or cold. John
Ilernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
five years, and It always gives the
best of satisfaction and always cures
a cough or cold." Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dra
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She Said

Boastfully.

s

et

Simon Jefferson might be fifty, but be
still had a nose for roses.
Old Mrs. Jefferson was present, and
from her wheel-chai- r
bright eyes read
"How
much that dull ears missed.
gay Simon is!" smiled tiie mother he
was always her spoiled" boy.
Mrs. Gregory culled through tho
trumpet, "I believo Fran lias given
brother a fresh Interest In llfu."
Old Mrs, Jefferson beamed upon
"I lik'," Billion perxltited, "to suo Finn and added her commendation:
young
.;liis of toununn or flfiuoij, "hllO (AliiiuM lIKi Villl'll I WUIlt lo bj
Jifcs-iji-- i,

iLireui-ene- d

SEVEN

e.

half-doze- n

Fran showed the gentle lady a soft
docility.
"Well," she said, "my legs
are there, all the time, you know, and
I'll show just as much of them, or
Just as little, as you please:"
Simon Jefferson spoke up "I like
to see children wear short dresses "
and he looked at this particular child
with approval. That day, she was
really pretty. The triangle had been
broadened to an oval brow, the chin
was held slightly lowered, and there
was something in her general aspect,
possibly due to the arrangement of
folds or colors heaven knows what,
for Simon Jefferson was but a poor
male observer that made a merit of
her very thinness. The weak heart of
the burly bachelor tingled with pleasure in nice proportions, while bis mind
attained tho esthetic outlook of a classic uge. To be sure, the skirts did
Bhow a good di'al of Fran; very good
they wiulil 'nijt nOiv too much,
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WE HAVE

umbrellas for ladies and
tlemen for $1.38 at Tafchert's.

Made

of

Concord Grapes

Quart Bottles 50c V'rPint Bottles 30c
Individuals 10c
Pint Bottles 35c

Individuals lOc

i

STEARNS STORE

..J

u

THESE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE

IN THE CAN

"HUNTS QUALITY FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At

J.

H. STEARNS

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN W
X'

r

I

r
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(Prolate Judge Adelaido ,Tafoya
has set July 7 as the date upon which
he will conduct a hearing on the petition for the probation of the will of
the late Mrs. Elizabeth A. Davis.
The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold their regular meeting in the
W. O. W. hall Friday night, April 25.
It is earnestly requested that all
members be present. Business of im
portance is to be transacted.
Judgment has been filed in the suit
to collect taxes delinquent for the
year 1911. All persons who failed to
pay their taxes for that year are in
cluded among the defendants. The
next proceeding will be to offer the
property for sale to satisfy judgment.
The Spanish-Americasociety has
arranged to give a dance Saturday
evening in the Rosenthal hall. The
best of music will be furnished and It
is expected a large crowd will be
present. Good1 order is guaranteed.
Admission is 50 cents. Ladies will be
admitted free.
Carlos

Sanchez, the veiling son of
of Mora, who was op-

Has Sanchez

erated upon for an abscess of the
lung, was reported this afternoon to
be getting along nicely. The opera-

tion was a most dangerous one and
it will be several days before the boy
Is out of danger.
The spring term
of the district
court for Mora county will begin
Monday in the town of Mora. Judge
Leahy, District Attorney Ward, Sten
ographer Gortner and other officials
of the court, as well as members of
the bar interested in cases to be tried
during the term, will go Sunday to

Arrangements are now being made
to ship the body of Allen Carlton, who
died here .on Monday, to his home in
Troy, Idaho, where burial will occur.
Mr. Carlton was 23 years of age and
had been in this city for the past

The Denver Republican of yester
day morning contains an account of a

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

the Best

of- -

Everything

Mh

WHEN IN NEED OF

MEATS, BAKER'S GOODS
OIL GROCERIES

swimming party given in the public
bath house by Mrs. V. W. Porter, a
prominent society woman of Denver.
These swimming parties are said to
be jolly affairs. They are preceded
by a luncheon and are followed by a
bounteous dinner. Among the guests
at Mrs. Porter's party was Mrs. Rob
ert Hanks of Ohio City, Colo., former- ly Miss' Mary Coors of Las Vegas. In
connection with the story the Republi
can printed a picture of the

!. H 1.

A,

EL PORVENIR RANCH RESORT.
Telephone Olive D174 or Main 20

for particulars.
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for $1.50 big Comfort Chairs.
for $1.23 Oval "Savory" Roasters
$1.00 for f 1.25 set of Mrs. Potts Irns.
$1.00 for 4 yards Pepp'i 4 Bleached
HEN
Sheeting.
$1.00 for No. 8 Copper Tea Kettle.
HE SAYS HE WILL CALL ON MIL1- - $1.00 for 11-- 4 Cotton Blankets.
$1.00 for 3 window shades, 7 feet long,
TIA TO STOP THE INITIAL
for $1.50 Lace Curtains.
$1.00
CARVERS.
$1.00 for 14 rolls best 10c Toilet paper
The reckless children or, perhaps, $1.00 for 25 rolls 5c good Toilet paper
3 lb. Pillows
of the $1.00 for $1.25
equally senseless grown-up- s
on
off
for
Cash during
all
15
Rugs
city have again started their depredathis
sale.
new
this
iime by scratching the
tions,
cement reinforcements that are being
placed on the Las Vegas Light and Tiie
Power company's poles. These youtn- Opposite Y. M. C. A.
iful decorators certainly believe in
advertising, and on 50 of the poles
about six or seven initials have been BROTHERHOOD TO HAKE
scratched. Advertising is the proper
thing, but it must be in the proper
Jl TRIP TO WATBOUS
place, says the contractor.
Scotty Smith, the contractor, has
made a complaint. Be says the lignt NEWLY ORGANIZED BAPTIST FRAcompany will not accept the work in
TERNITY WILL HOLD REthis condition and that unless the
LIGIOUS SERVICES.
practice of. scratching initials on tne
poles is stopped at once, he will no
The Baptist Brotherhood, which
tify the city officials and use "mili- was organized last Sunday by the
tary" force to stop it.
men of the First Baptist church, will
Parents will be held responsible for
begin its work Sunday afternoon with
children found guilty and will be a
trip to Watrous where a religious
forced to pay the damage done. Tne
will be held. The brothermeeting
light company Is reinforcing all its hood has for its
object the advancepoles with a cement mixture that ex- ment in a Christian .vay of the men
tends a foot below the surface of the of
the city and the surrounding coun
ground and a foot above. This rein- try. It expects to be a potent force
forcement adds a number of years to
in the work of Christianity. Regular
the longevity of the poles. About 50
into portions of the country
trips
pol
iajB. teen reinforced, but there where regular church services are
are still about 00 more to be treated.
not held will be taken.
All parents are warned to take preOn the Watrous trip three automocautions and see that their children
bile loads of men will be taken.
do not disfigure the poles.
These will include BpeAitars and a
male quartette, which will furnish
L. F. Rudulph, who has been ill for
The party
music for the services.
the past few days, is reported as
expects to arrive at Vvatrous at 3
$1.00
$1.00
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The officers of the Baptist Broth
erhood are as follows: president, W.
E. Neace; vice president. Dr. Ernest
sity, left this afternoon for Tularosa,
Howe;
secretary and treasurer, Morwhere he will deliver the commenceton Howell.
ment address for the high school of
that p'lace. Dr. Roberts expects to be
gone a week. He will visit Deming
Try a dram ot Old Taylor Bour
and El Paso before returning home.
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.
The temperature last night dropped
to 25 degrees, seven degrees below
Ladies and gentlemens' umbrellas,
the freezing point. However, clouds made of German taffeta $2.50 values
covered the sky all night and it is cn sale for $1.33 at Tairhert's Cloth
thought there was little damage to ing Store.
growing vegetation. After the warm
weather of last week the drop to 25
degrees was uncomfortable.
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Give You Exclusive

Patterns a.nd Perfect Fit

,
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GRE EN BERGER
IT STANDS IN THE LIMELIGHT
of public opinion and

that is

where we want our Furniture always to remain. We
ever invite the closest inspection of every article we offer
for sale, and we tell the truth
about it to all intending purchasers. We believe the best
kind of advertisement for a
house like ours is strict reli
ability, and we are going to live up to this reputation, which
we made years ago.

& SON
J. C. JOHNSEN
Furnishers the
of

Complete

Home

no
500 00 down ar.d monthly payments of $20.00 includingwill bu a five room frame toase cn two lots on N.
is-ter-

Eighth St. Cement walks, old shade tree, barn, chicken
yard,

etc

If This Isn't a Bargain There Never Was One

The Investment & Agency Corporation
Main 40

-

Geo. A. Fleming. Mgr.

May be in the eating of it, but the proof of the milk is in
the inspection of the dairy. The pudding- is cooked and
Milk is chiefly used unpossible germs destroyed.
cooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANITARY DAIRY prevents the entrance tof possible'disease
germs into the milk and makes it safe for familr se.

The Corbett Sanitary' Dairy solicits yonr personal inspection at any time, but believe you would get a better
idea of what we are doing for yen, if you come during the
milking periods which commence at 4 A-- M. and 2 P. M.
and last abont two hours. Dnring these periods our cooling and bottling machinery are in operation.
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Our daiiy and midecce art at the Forsyte j.!ace. West
Side, about two tlotks feoutli U th Plsza it junction of
Gor:&!es ani 5o'.::.b VzcSa f'.rtts.

TOMORROW
flt t(,f y M (. A.
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YOU are fgruring right now on
buying a SPRING SUIT and wondering: what make and style to buy.
Settle this immediately by deciding-oa Hart SchafJner and Marx or an
L System as these two High Gi ade
Lines of Clothing will asscre yon absolute satisfaction. They are designed and cut with more minute asd
exact reference to your figure than
any other clothes made. All coats fit
closely about the neck and hug the
collar. The patterns for Spring are
Smart and Bright but Very Neat.
i

Bottle washing and sterilizing operations commence
about 10 A. M. and 6 P. M.
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Clones

The Proof of the Pudding

FLORIDA
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Must BeVcur Chcice If
You Choose Rjght

o'clock:

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal Univer-
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SCOTTY"

This morning at the Church of Our
Lady of Sorrows occurred the marriage of Cosme Patron and Martina
Lucero. Mr. and Mrs. Severo Lopez
accompanied the couple to the altar.
The young people are both residents,
of the West side. Mr. Patron is lu
business there. His bride is a pretty
A large number of
young woman.
h
A notice has been placed in The
the friends of the bride and groom i
Optic to the effect ihat all trees in attended the ceremony.
East Las Vegas muBt be trimmed so
that the light of the new street lamps
will not be obstructed. A number of
Upon complaint of his wife Selso
the citizens have trimmed the trees Sanchez was arrested yesterday af
Jess Hunzaker
on their property, but there are still ternoon by Officer
a number of lights that are obstruct This morning the man was brought
ed on account of the branches. The before Judge D. R. Murray, who sen.
trees should be trimmed before Bum- tenced Sanchez to 10 days' labor on
mer, on account of the many leaves the streets. Mrs. Sanchez said that
that will surround the street lamps. Sanchez had stolen a piece of jewelry
The city council passed this resolu- from her and with the money had pur.
tion ordering trees trimmed some chased a big enough jag to be un
time ago and the citizens are urged gentlemanly around his residence.
to take heed.
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For 50 Feet Coupled

at the Duncan opera house tonight,
will begin at 8:45 o'clock instead of
8:30 on account of the dinner at the

eight months, coming here for his
health. He was the son of L. R. Carl
ton of Troy, Idaho. The body will
probably be shipped tomorrow by J.
C. Johnsen and Son.

of"
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While it Lasts

Ladles of the Christian church will
hold a bakery sale Saturday, April
26 at the Graaf and Hayward Company market."

Mora.

Is Hose
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received toda.y

Flnch'8 Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixjbby, of course.
Adv.

n

''THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Leader Hose

gen-

Commercial club rooms.

REMEMBER- - We Want Your Orders

-

5 Fly

V

Scaler

Or The L System

V

'

The Schubert concert, to be given

Made of the Cataba. Gra.pes

Quart Bottles 65c

OcFl,

SATl'EOAY

ua.ra.nteed

lamps at 7:25

automobile

Light

DAYS

AND

FD3 FEIDAY

Our Famous Fully

o'clock this evening.
$2.50

WELCH'S GRAPE JUICE
Pint Dottles
Quart BottUs
Half Pint Bottles
BASS ISLAND GRAPE JUICE
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